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Most Council meetings are open to the public and press. The space for 
the public and press will be made available on a first come first served 
basis. Agendas are available to view five working days prior to the 
meeting date and the Council aims to publish Minutes within five working 
days of the meeting. Meeting papers can be provided, on request, in large 
print, in Braille, or on disc, tape, or in other languages. 
 
This meeting will be filmed by the Council for live and/or subsequent 
broadcast on the Council’s website. The whole of the meeting will be 
filmed, except where there are confidential or exempt items, and the 
footage will be on the website for up to 24 months (the Council retains 
one full year of recordings and the relevant proportion of the current 
Municipal Year). The Council will seek to avoid/minimise footage of 
members of the public in attendance at, or participating in, the meeting. 
In addition, the Council is obliged by law to allow members of the public 
to take photographs, film, audio record and report on the proceedings at 
public meetings. The Council will only seek to prevent this should it be 
undertaken in a disruptive or otherwise inappropriate manner. 
 
If you have any queries regarding webcasting or the recording of 
meetings by the public, please contact Keith Durran Email: 
democraticservices@tendringdc.gov.uk or Telephone on 01255 686585 
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AGENDA 
 
  
4 Task and Finish Group - Scrutiny of the Council's proposals to review the Beach 

Hut Strategy (Pages 1 - 8) 
 
 To consider the outcome of the enquiry undertaken by the Members who formed the 

Task and Finish Group into this matter. 
 
Report to follow. 
  

5 Task and Finish Group - Cyber Security (Pages 9 - 72) 
 
 To consider the outcome of the enquiry undertaken by the Members who formed the 

Task and Finish Group into this matter. 
 
Report to follow. 
 

 
 



 
Date of the Next Scheduled Meeting 
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee is to be held in the Committee Room  - Town Hall, Station Road, Clacton-on-
Sea, CO15 1SE at 7.30 pm on Tuesday, 21 February 2023. 
 

 
 

Information for Visitors 
 
 
 

FIRE EVACUATION PROCEDURE 
 

There is no alarm test scheduled for this meeting.  In the event of an alarm sounding, please 
calmly make your way out of any of the fire exits in the hall and follow the exit signs out of the 
building. 
 
Please heed the instructions given by any member of staff and they will assist you in leaving the 
building and direct you to the assembly point. 
 
Please do not re-enter the building until you are advised it is safe to do so by the relevant member 
of staff. 
 
Your calmness and assistance is greatly appreciated. 
 



 
FINAL REPORT OF THE RESOURCES AND SERVICES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 

COMMITTEE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
FOLLOWING ITS INQUIRY INTO: 

 
THE COUNCILS EMERGING BEACH HUT STRATEGY REVIEW 

 
1 FEBRUARY 2023 

 
  
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
The Group was set up to review the work on the Council’s emerging Beach Hut Strategy. 
 
 
THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE INQUIRY 
To understand the proposals to be included for implementation in the emerging Beach Hut 
Strategy and make recommendations to Cabinet prior to adoption in February 2023.  
 
 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
 
Cllr. Gary Scott (Chairman) 
Cllr Bill Davidson 
Cllr Delyth Miles 
Cllr James Coding 
Cllr Gina Placey 
 
 
OFFICER SUPPORT FOR THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
 
The Economic Growth and Leisure Team were the lead service for the inquiry, which was 
supported by the Council’s Democratic Services team.  The key personnel were as follows: 
 
Mike Carran, Assistand Director, Economic Growth and Leisure 
Kieran Charles, Sport and Leisure Operations Manager 
Lee Heley, Corporate Director, Place and Economy 
Keith Duran, Committee Services Officer 
 
The Task and Finish Group, asked that Officers were thanked for their input into the process in 
developing this report.  
 
 
INVITEES AND PARTICIPANTS 
The Task and Finish Group discussed the emerging strategy review with the following invittees and 
participants: 
 
Cllr Alex Porter, Portfolio Holder for Leisure and Tourism 
 
Further to this, the invited representatives from the District’s 5 Beach Hut Associations, as 
representatives of licence holders.  The representatives who attended were as follows: 
 
Peter Dias, Frinton Beach Hut Association 
Melanie Whiteheand, Walton Beach Hut Association 
Sheila Crow, Brightlingsea Beach Hut Association 
 
The Task and Finish Group have also considered representation from Beach Hut licence holders 
who have formed a group of those who have rented their huts to visitors. 
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EXPECTED OUTCOME(S) OF THE INQUIRY 
That the approved scope of the enquiry identified that following a review of the Council’s proposals 
for the Beach Hut Strategy Review, the Task and Finish g Group will look to make proposals for 
the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee (RSOSC) to consider.  Following 
that, the RSOSC, can determine whether to request that Cabinet subsequently take those points 
into consideration prior to adoption of the strategy expected to be on 17 February 2023.  
 
 
ACTUAL OUTCOME(S) OF THE INQUIRY 
The Task and Finish Group have provided recommendations for the Resources and Services 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee to consider on the draft proposals, for consideration prior to 
Cabinet adopting the Beach Hut Strategy.  
 
 
RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
The Task and Finish Group recommends the following to the Resources and Services Overview 
ans Scrutiny Committee, to subsequently request that Cabinet take into account prior to 
consideration of the draft Beach Hut Strategy, on 17 February 2023: 
 

- The Committee recommends that future charges for lease agreements are set at a 
fair and reasonable level.  This is relevant for both commercial and mainstream 
leases.  This should also be appropriate for any new Beach Huts made available 
for purchase or lease in the future. 

- It is recommended that terms and conditions included in lease agreements are 
fair and equitable for Beach Hut owners. 

- The Committee recommends that appropriate resources are put in place for 
administration involved in implementing the strategy.  They asked for 
consideration be given to the subsequent cost to the Council of processing 
leases.     

- The Committee recommends that bright colours and vibrant designs be included 
in the revised design specification for Beach Huts, when this is produced 
following adoption.   

- The Committee recommends that there is acknowledgement of the differences in 
seafront locations along the Tendring District and their respective unique 
features, such as cliff slopes and how they impact Beach Hut design for the 
emerging specification review. 

- Noting the point above, it is recomended that Beach Hut adaptations in parts of 
the District were included in the future specification for reasons of access, e.g. 
appropriate access steps on cliff slopes.  This should be considered on a 
location by location basis.  

- It is recomended that a map was attached to the emerging strategy to clearly 
define which land was owned by Tendring District Council.   

- It is recomended that no Beach Hut designs should be permitted that are contrary 
to current or emerging legislation. 

- To ensure high standards were maintained on Beach Huts, it is recommended 
that adequate resources should be in place for appropriate enforcement action. 

- Noting the point above, any future enforcement action should be proportionate to 
the the agreement holders personal circumstances, but ensure the design 
specification standards are maintained.  

- The Committee recommends that a reasonable timescale for adapations to be 
removed which fall outside of the revised specification, is agreed.  The timescale 
recommended is a period of two years.  

- The Committee recommends that those without access or ability to use digital 
platforms are still able to deal with a member of staff.  As such, sufficient 
resources should be in place. 

- It is recomended that any Council built Beach Huts which are sold in the future, 
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are done so directly and through an equitable process; and not to use third 
parties, e.g. Estate Agents. 

- Subject to a legal review, it is recomended that consideration be given to 
including a condition in future agreements, that third party Estate Agents are no 
longer able to sell Beach Huts on behalf of their respective owners.   

 

 
CHRONOLOGY 
The Task and Finish Group Meetings have taken the following form: 
 
Date Key Themes Stakeholder Involvement 
21 September 2022 Exploration into draft Beach Hut 

Strategy, the related consultation 
process  and other linked issues 

Corporate Director, Place and 
Economy 
Sport and Leisure Operations 
Manager 

29 September 2022 Continued exploration into the 
draft Beach Hut Strategy and 
appropriate issues.  To include 
the views of Beach Hut owners 

Beach Hut Association 
Representatives 
Assistant Director, Ecomomc 
Growth and Leisure 
 

6 October 2022 Continued exploration into the 
draft Beach Hut Strategy and 
appropriate issues.  To include 
discussion on strategic issues. 

Portfolio Holder, Leisure and 
Tourism 
Assistant Director, Ecomomc 
Growth and Leisure 
Sport and Leisure Operations 
Manager 

28 October 2022 Visit to Beach Hut Sites in Frinton 
and Walton on the Naze.  For the 
Task and Finish Group to view 
Beach Hut designs and discuss 
adaptations. 

Assistant Director, Ecomomc 
Growth and Leisure 
 

15 December 2022 The Task and Finish Group met 
with Beach Hut Licence Holders 
who have rented their huts to 
visitors 

Representatives of Beach Hut 
Renters 

24 January 2023 The Task and Finish Group met 
to deliberate on their findings and 
discuss recommendations and 
the final report 

Assistant Director, Ecomomc 
Growth and Leisure 
 

 
 
 
DETAILED FINDINGS OF THE INQUIRY 
 
Throughout the enquiry, the Task and Finish Group looked into the isues which the emerging 
Beach Hut Strategy was proposing to address.  In order to understand how the various issues 
would impact on the Council, residents, Beach Hut Licence Holders and other other stakeholders 
they spent time listening and asking questions of various stakeholders.   
 
In preparation for Cabinet considering the emerging Beach Hut Strategy, the Task and Finish 
Group understand that the Council have consulted on the key issues included in the draft 
document.  The Task and Finish Group reviewed each of those items to establish a view and make 
recommedndations where appropriate.   
 
For clarity, the eight points which formed the consultation are listed below, together with what the 
Council is minded to implement once the strategy is adopted. The Task and Finish Group’s 
findings and comments are listed below each item: 
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1. RENTING OF BEACH HUTS  

What is the Council considering? 

The Council is proposing to issue commercial agreements for those wishing to rent out 
Beach Huts for more than 10 days per year, which will regulate the market for rentals. It is 
proposed that commercial agreements are issued to those requesting them, but based on a 
criteria.  This will cover key points such as accessibility and safety of huts, to ensure those 
with commercial agreements are able to provide a high quality service and support the 
appropriate points set out in the Council’s Tourism Strategy.  New agreements would be 
through a lease and not a licence and as such, the cost would be identified by establishing 
a market value, which would increase the amount paid.  A specific clause will be included 
on all other agreements to prohibit renting for more than 10 days per year.  The annual 
charge for the lease will vary from location to location and will be based on an independent 
valuation.  

Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- The Task and Finish Group expressed concern about the potential cost of the lease and 

the proposed terms and conditions, which are as yet unknown.  The Task and Finish 
Group requested that Cabinet ensure future charges are set at a fair and reasonable 
level.   

- The Task and Finish Group were originally concerned with the requirement to tender (in 
the original proposal which was consulted), but agreed with the new proposal for an 
application process; 

- The Task and Finish Group expressed concern about the significant administration 
processes that may be involved in implementing the strategy and the subsequent cost 
to the Council of processing leases.   

    
2. OWNING BEACH HUTS 

What is the Council’s considering? 

The Council is considering whether to limit new beach huts licences to one per household. 
The Council is considering honouring multiple existing licences to one household. However, 
if a household already has a beach hut, then they would not be able to apply for a second 
licence.  This would ensure that Beach Hut are more accessible to local people.   

Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- The Task and Finish Group agree to the principal of this point  

 
3. THE CURRENT BEACH HUT SPECIFICATION 

What is the Council’s considering? 

The Council is minded to work through a review of the current specification and consider 
adding new products, such as modern cladding which do not currently meet the 
specification.  This can also consider how beach huts could support the Council’s carbon 
neutral agenda; 
 
Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- The Task and Finish Group were supportive of bright colours and vibrant designs for 

Beach Huts.  This followed their visit to Beach Hut locations during the enquiry.   
- The Task and Finish Group requested that Cabinet acknowledge the differences in 

locations along the Tendring seafronts and their respective unique features, such as 
cliff slopes.  Following the enquiry, the Task and Finish Group noted that appropriate 
adaptations in parts of the District were essential for reasons of access and should be 
included in the revised specificiation, e.g. appropriate access steps on cliff slopes.  This Page 4



should be considered on a location by location basis.  
- The Task and Finish Group requested that a map was attached to the emerging 

strategy to clearly define which land was owned by Tendring District Council.  During 
the enquiry, they noted that some Beach Hut locations were located on private land and 
were not under the jurisdiction of the Council  

- The Task and Finish Group were minded to note and request that no designs should be 
permitted that are contrary to current or emerging legislation. 

- The Task and Finish Group requested that high standards were maintained on Beach 
Huts and dilapidated Beach Huts should be subject to appropriate enforcement action.  
This should be proportionate to the the agreement holders personal circumstances, but 
ensure the design specification standards are maintained.  

 

4. BEACH HUT ADAPTATIONS 

What is the Council considering? 

Following a review of the specification, the Council is minded to work with licence holders to 
ensure a removal of those adaptations which fall outside of the revised specification.   

Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
- The Task and Finish Group requested that Cabinet were mindful of their previous 

comments on the revision of the specification. 

- The Task and Finish Group requested that Cabinet set a reasonable timescale for 
adapations to be removed, which fall outside of the revised specification.  The 
timescales recommended is a period of two years.  

 
5. MONITORING OF BEACH HUT LICENCE CONDITIONS & COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT 

What is the Council considering? 

The Council is considering additional staffing resources to ensure licence conditions are 
adhered to and taking appropriate enforcement action where necessary.  The Council will 
also need to consider how this would be funded to ensure complaints are acted upon in a 
timely manner.    

Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- Where conditions are included in Beach Hut agreements, the Task and Finish Group 

asked that there should be appropriate resources to take action when they are not 
being adhered to.  They were mindful that it is not good practice to allow conditions to 
be ignored and they cannot be addressed without appropriate resources. 

 
6. AN IMPROVED DIGITAL SERVICE FOR LICENCE HOLDERS 

What is the Council’s considering? 

The Council is considering installing new software to improve services to licence holders 
and allow them to complete processes online.  This would also be used to gather and 
record appropriate information about conditions, including which huts are licenced to rent 
and to make complaints easier to report and manage.   

Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- The Task and Finish Group asked that those without access or ability to use digital 

platforms are still able to deal with a member of staff.  As such, sufficient resources 
should be in place. 
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7. BUILDING NEW BEACH HUTS 

What is the Council’s considering? 

The Council is considering whether to build new beach huts around the District, which will 
be accessible through a lease.  The amount of new huts will depend on the space available 
in appropriate seafront locations and the demand for new huts from local people.   

 
Comments from the Task and Finish Group 
 
- The Task and Finish Group requested that any new Beach Huts were made available 

through an affordable set of fees and charges 
- The Task and Finish Group requested that any Council built Beach Huts built which are 

sold in the future are done so directly and through an equitable process; and not to use 
third parties. 

-  
8. A MOVE FROM LICENCES TO LEASES 

What is the Council considering? 
It is suggested that licences are phased out over the next year and are replaced by leases 
from 1 April 2024.  Leases will also provide those with beach huts on Council land with 
additional security of tenure, which they do not currently have with a licence agreement.  
The cost of a lease will increase the annual amount paid by those with beach huts, which 
will be identified by establishing the market value once the strategy has been adopted.  The 
annual charge for the lease will vary from location to location and will be based on an 
independent valuation. 
 
Further to this, consideration has been given as to how the revised specification could be 
embedded into Beach Hut Agreements.  As such, the conditions for which beach hut users 
have to comply with for design, would form part of the agreement. 

 
Comments from the Task and Finish Group 

 
- Concern was expressed by the Task and Finish Group about the potential cost of lease 

agreements and the proposed terms and conditions – which are as yet unknown.  The 
Task and Finish Group requested that Cabinet ensure future charges are set at a fair 
and reasonable level.  

 
- The Task and Finish Group requested that consideration be given to including a 

condition in future agreements, that third party Estate Agents are no longer able to sell 
Beach Huts on behalf of their respective owners.  This will enable the Council to 
maintain a control on this process and ensure future sales are not priced excessively; 
and as such be inaffordable to many local people.   

 
 
BACKGROUND PAPERS AND PUBLISHED REFERENCE MATERIAL 
 
Beach Hut Strategy Revisited Report, Cabinet Nov 2022 
 
APPENDICES 
 
None 
 
 
REPORT CONTACT OFFICER(S) 
Name: 
 
 

Mike Carran 
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Job Title: 
 
 

Assistant Director, Economic Growth & Leisure 

Email/Telephone: 
 
 

mcarran@tendringdc.gov.uk 
(01255) 686689 
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FINAL REPORT OF THE RESOURCES AND SERVICES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 

COMMITTEE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
FOLLOWING ITS INQUIRY INTO: 

 
THE COUNCILS CYBER SECURITY AND MEMBERS’ E-MAIL AUTO-FORWARDING AND 

USE OF PERSONAL EMAIL ACCOUNTS 
 

1 FEBRUARY 2023 
 

 
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
As part of its work programme for 2022/23, the Resources and Services Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee (RSOSC) established a Cyber Security Task and Finish Group to 
investigate and challenge the Council’s cyber-security arrangements and  preparedness. 
Full Council approved the proposed work programme for the RSOSC at Full Council 12 
July 2022 (minute 29 refers) “RESOLVED that Council – (a) approves the proposed work 
programmes for the Community Leadership and the Resources & Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees for the 2022/23 Municipal Year”. 
 
For the purposes of this report Full Council agreed that the item forenquiry would be; 
“Cyber Security for the Council. Looking at the threats, our approach to those threats and the 
future vulnerabilities. There was agreement that this might be a good subject for scrutiny.” 
 
Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee 6 September 2022 (minute 23 
refers) approved the membership of that T&Fgs. “the Committee RESOLVED to approve the 
Membership/Chairman details in the list circulated at the meeting for Task and Finish groups 
identified and, consequently, authorised Task and Finish groups to commence the scrutiny 
enquires concerned as approved by Council”. 
 
 
Subsequently, on 22 November 2022, Full Council considered an Information Governance 
Report that set out the background to the review of Members access to emails and the 
risks associated with forwarding emails to personal email addresses. This report is 
attached as Appendix A.It was resolved by Full Council 22 November 2022 (minute 55 
refers) “RESOLVED that –  “the Resources and Services Overview & Scrutiny Committee 
extend its work programme of cyber security to include reviewing the different proposals of 
Members’ access to emails, in line with the Council’s Risk Management Framework, and make 
recommendations to Cabinet and Council along with relevant costings”. 
 
 
THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE INQUIRY 
 
In accordance with Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee mandate 
the Cyber Security Task and Finish Group (T&FG) were tasked to;  
 
1) To challenge/ better understand the cybersecurity risks, defences and mitigations the 

Council has in place. 
 
Following Full Council 22nd November 2022, the T&FG  mandate was extended to 
additionally; 
 

2) Review different proposals of Members’ access to emails and the current 
practice of auto-forwarding to personal email accounts, in line with the Council’s 
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Risk Management Framework, and make recommendations to Cabinet and 
Council along with relevant costings.  

 
During its first meeting the Cyber Security T&FG agreed to use the Department of 
Levelling Up Housing and Communities (DLUHC) Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) 
document template as a self-assessment, auditing and reporting framework template to 
review council cyber-security as referenced above (see CAF explanatory notes). 
 
The DLUHC CAF proved relevant to the review of Members’ access to emails, auto-
forwarding of council official business emails to personal devices and and council data 
stored on personal devices as it includes a number of National Cyber Security Centre 
(NCSC) compliance statements covering: data security and understanding, data protection 
in transit across the UK network, data storage security, mobile device data security, media 
equipment sanitisation and disposal, secure device configuration. 
  

 
CAF Explanatory Notes 
The DLUHC Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) provides the pragmatic basis to ‘self-assess’ 
the Council’s own cyber security performance across the following activities;  
 
1) Managing Cyber Security (organisational structures, policies, processes, understanding).  
2) Protecting Against Cyber Attack - security measures to protect networks and systems.  
3) Detecting Cyber Security Events ensuring effective security defences/ event detection.  
4) Minimising The Impact of cyber security Incidents and their adverse impact. 

 
The self-assessment CAF is a National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) assessment document that 
has been a mandatory cyber-security ‘readiness state audit’ document for critical UK national 
infrastructure providers since 2021. During 2022 the CAF has become mandatory for every central 
government department and whilst CAF completion is currently voluntary for local government 
DLUHC have repeatedly advised that it will become mandatory during 2023/24.  
 
In this sense the CAF will replace the now defunct Public Services Network (PSN) IT Health Check 
annual audit/ certification process reporting local government cyber-security capabilities and fitness 
to remain securely connected and sharing data with central government Department of Works & 
Pensions (DWP). The reader should note that a number of council statutory service functions are 
completely reliant upon this connectivity, for example: Council Tax, Housing Benefit administration. 
Loss/ exclusion from central government connectivity would quickly stop these services from 
functioning. 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
 
Membership of the Task and Finish Group (T&FG) was as follows; 
 
Cllr. Paul Clifton (Chair)        Cllr. Chris Amos          Cllr. Ann Wiggins 
Cllr. Alan Coley                     Cllr. Chris Griffiths 
 
 
OFFICER SUPPORT FOR THE TASK & FINISH GROUP 
 
Officers providing technical, financial, legal and/or administrative support to the Group 
were as follows; 
 
Richard Barrett – Assist. Director Finance and IT 
John Higgins – Head of Digital & Assurance Services 
Sam Wright – Cyber-security & Systems Support Manager Page 10



Keith Durran – Committee Services Officer 
Lisa Hastings – Deputy Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer (Attended 23/01/23 meeting) 
 
Non-attendee technical, information governance and CAF review support was additionally 
provided by; 
 
Dan Pobjoy  - Digital Operations Manager  
Judy Barker - Information Governance & IT Services Manager and nominated Council  
                       Data Protection Officer.  
Dr. Rupert Ogilvie – Specialist Consultant, Intergence Systems Ltd.  
 
 
INVITEES AND PARTICIPANTS 
 
As previously outlined, having agreed to use the Department of Levelling Up Housing and 
Communities (DLUHC) Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) document template as an 
audit and self-assessment reporting tool to review council cyber-security. The Council’s 
CAF self-assessment completion was additionally supported in the ‘back-office’ by officers 
J.Barker and D.Pobjoy together with specialist consultant Dr. R. Ogilvie.  
 
At the 22nd November 2022 Full Council meeting considering the Information Governance 
Report setting out the background to the review of Members access to emails and the 
risks associated with forwarding emails to personal email addresses, Members were 
invited to submit any comments or thoughts on the subject of cyber security and email 
forwarding for the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee Task and 
Finish Group to take into consideration. A small number of Members responded. 
 
The Member comments received along with key points are set out in Appendix B.  As 
requested, the Monitoring Officer has provided her responses and included a newly 
published Guidance Note produced by the Information Commissioner’s Officer (ICO) on 
the applicability of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 to official information held in 
private email accounts.  The Note clearly sets out the position that where information is 
held relating to local authority business in a Councillor’s private email account this may be 
subject to the FOIA and is included as Appendix C. 
 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOME(S) OF THE INQUIRY 
 
In accordance with the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny work programme 
adopted by full council the value of the enquiry was; “To challenge/ better understand the 
cybersecurity risks, defences and mitigations the council has in place.” 
 
As previously outlined, the T&FG elected to adopt the DLUHC CAF self-assessment 
document as a means to self-assess and record the council’s cyber-security strengths and  
weaknesses and make recommendation reference identified areas requiring improvement.  
 
When additionally mandated by Full Council to consider different proposals for Members’ 
access to emails, auto-forwarding in line with the council’s risk management framework 
and consider costed options, this became a second and important point of T&FG 
discussion/ consideration with the resultant recommendation to Resources and Services 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Cabinet and Full Council. 
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With regards to the expected outcomes previously outlined recommendations were made 
by T&FG Members with due regard and consideration to; 
 
 Appendix A - the Full Council background information report. 

 
 Appendix B - all Member’s subject-matter comments received considered 23rd Jan’23. 

 
 Appendix C - a newly published Information Commissioner’s Office Freedom of 

Information (FOI) guidance note considered 23rd Jan’23. 
 

 Appendix D - the four costed options provided and their respective financial, cyber-
security and Member-user working practicality satisfaction and non-satisfaction 
implications considered 23rd Jan’23. 

 
 Appendix E - a full copy of the council’s Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF). For 

simplicity, CAF compliance was reviewed utilising ‘traffic light’ red, amber and green 
representing non-compliance, improvements required and full-compliance 
rerspectively.  
 

 Appendix F  - for completeness, this report also includes a copy of the council’s new 
Cyber Incident Response Plan (CIRP) which the T&FG recommends for adoption. 

 
Note: All of the above documentation is included as appendices to this report 
 
Following CAF cyber-security compliance self-assessment, the T&FG identified that the 
council generally has robust cyber-security arrangements and working practices in place to 
manage, protect and safeguard the data that it holds to deliver both statutory and non-
statutory services.  
 
Its cyber-security event(s) detective arrangements utilising business industry-standard 
multi-vendor best-of-breed products are similarly robust and well managed. 
 
However the cyber-security self-analysis review also identified some areas of CAF cyber-
security non-compliance, some areas where improvements could be made to further 
strengthen the Council’s cyber-security. 
 
The T&FG recommendations reflect improvements necessary to resolve CAF self-
assessment key areas of non-complaince. Key areas considered by the T&FG were; 
 
 Recruitment and resourcing key IT vacancies.   
 Risks unresolved for prolonged periods.  
 Information retention with data (including personal and sensitive data) stored for long 

periods of time with no clear business need. 
 Generic account used or shared or default name accounts. 
 Training and understanding individuals’ contribution to essential cyber security. 
 Formal Adoption of the new Cyber Incident Response Plan (CIRP). 
 Members’ email auto-forwarding to personal/ mobile devices, including; 

identification and data management, data security in transit, physical and/or technical 
security protection against unauthorised access, lack of knowledge around which 
mobile devices hold data, allowing data to be stored on devices not managed by your 
organisation or to at least equivalent standard, lack of security on mobile devices, 
device disposal without data sanitisation, security builds that conform to your baseline 
or the latest known good configuration version.  Page 12



 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
The T&FG recommendation(s) to the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee and Cabinet in respect of Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) cyber-security 
non-compliance that; 
 
a) As soon as is possible the Human Resources and Council Tax Committee with 

appropriate officers look at the salary(s) being offered for the advertised and 
unfilled senior IT posts and including cyber security senior technical positions. 
   

b) By 31/03/23 a Member & Officer Cyber Security Working Group be established to 
periodically review the Council’s cyber security performance against the Cyber 
Assessment Framework (CAF) and/or emerging mandatory security 
improvements and requirements.  

 
c) By 31/07/23 the Council’s Information Retention Policy be reviewed/ revised with 

due regard to UK Data Protection Act 2018 data ‘minimisation’ ‘accuracy’ and 
‘storage limitation’ and applied throughout the organisation.  

 
d) By 31/05/23 individual (non-generic) account access technologies be costed for 

accessing TDC terminals in locations such as leisure centres where numerous 
users sharing a terminal due to a retail environment operational need.   

 
e) Commencing no later than May 2023 following the election of the New 

Administration Cyber Security and Information Governance training for all 
members after every election and for staff in their inductions with periodic 
refresher training for both be made mandatory. 

 
f) As soon as possible in consultation with the Council’s Monitoring Officer, to 

review existing Member guidance and explore Member training opportunities as 
to what constitutes party political activities in the context of using a TDC email 
account. 

 
g) As soon as possible the new Cyber Incident Response Plan (CIRP) included as 

Appendix F to this report be adopted. 
 

In reviewing the different options of Members’ access to emails, reflecting the Council’s 
Risk Management Framework, the recommendations to Full Council that the T&FG are 
submitting to the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee and onwards 
to Cabinet are; 
 
h) That post-May 2023 local elections under the New Administration, that the 

Member practice of auto-forwarding of emails be ceased; and 
 

i) that subject to the associated funding of £8,000 being identified that the 
preferred Option 2 (Appendix D refers) - provision of a standard council-
managed mobile Smartphone in addition to a council-managed laptop - be 
provided to those Members that want one to access emails and be 
contactable when mobile; or 

 
j) as an alternative to ‘i above’, that should it not prove possible to fund the 
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Smartphone costs centrally, then each Member requesting a standard 
council-managed mobile Smartphone will be asked to fund the cost from 
allowances (circa two hundred pounds per annum).  

 
 
CHRONOLOGY 

 
 12th July Full Council set the initial scope for the Cyber Security Task & Finish Group. 
 27th October 2022 first meeting of the Cyber Security Task & Finish Group  
 8th November 2022 second meeting of the Cyber Security Task & Finish Group.  
 22nd November 2022 Full Council considers the report of Deputy Leader & Portfolio 

Holder for Finance and Corporate Services Information Governance report reporting an 
update on proposals for IT changes and including consideration of different proposals 
for Members’ access to emails. 

 8th December 2022 third meeting of the Cyber Security Task & Finish Group. 
 23rd January 2023 fourth and final meeting of the Cyber Security Task & Finish Group. 
 1st February 2023 Cyber Security Task & Finish Group report and recommendations to 

the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee and onwards to Cabinet 
and Full Council. 

 
 
DETAILED FINDINGS OF THE INQUIRY 
 
It has always been fully acknowledged that Members need to be provided with information 
that allows them to fulfill their councillor duties, with any proposals put forward to date 
reflecting best practice and risk rather than a legal obligation or otherwise.  
 
One of the key Member points raised related to the legal context of ceasing the auto-
forwarding of emails.  As highlighted in Appendix B, from a legislative perspective the UK 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), particularly Article 5, Paragraph 1(f), requires 
personal data to be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the 
personal data. The Council is unable to demonstrate compliance in this regard where the 
forwarding of emails is to a personal email account, which is outside of the control and 
management of the Council. 
 
The published Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) guidance note (Appendix C) 
relating to official information held in private email accounts is intended to clarify the legal 
status under FOIA of information relating to the business of a public authority held in 
private email accounts, and other media formats and confirms that information held in non-
work personal email accounts (e.g. Hotmail, Yahoo and Gmail) may be subject to FOIA if it 
relates to the official business of the public authority.  
 
In addition to the request for comments mentioned previously, at the meeting of Full 
Council on 22 November 2022 Officers were asked to explore opportunities / options 
relating to Member’s access to emails given the various issue raised. Although this piece 
of work had already been largely undertaken as part of previous activities, it has been 
revisited following this recent request by Members. Appendix D sets out this review in 
more detail, which includes the following 4 main options: 
 
OPTION 1 - Restrict access to the Council’s network / systems to only those devices 
owned and managed by the Council.  
 
This represents the basis for the original recommendation of ceasing the forwarding of 
emails to personal devices reflects the existing arrangements where laptops were provided Page 14



to all 48 Members along with mobile phones issued to specific members. However, it was 
noted via the discussions at Full Council on 22 November 2022 that some Members 
needed to continue using personal IT devices and especially personal mobile phones to 
react quickly to emails from residents, fellow members, officers and partner organisations.  
 
Legally and constitutionally, only the Leader and Cabinet are Members who have the 
authority to make decisions urgently / individually, which reflects the issuing of mobile 
phones to specific Members as highlighted above.  
 
OPTION 2 - Council owned / managed mobile phones issued to Members who 
request one (in addition to OPTION 1).  
 
This option would meet the needs expressed by some Members to react quickly to emails 
from residents, fellow members, officers and partner organisations. Similarly, it accords 
with officer recommendations to optimise cyber-security through the use of council-
managed-devices only protected within the council’s cyber-security domain. Subject to 
how these devices are funded there may be additional cost implications. 
 
OPTION 3 – Members continue to use their own personal devices but the Council 
installs and manages software on those devices.  
 
This option meets the needs expressed by Members BUT to meet NCSC cyber-security 
standards will require loading council protective software on personal devices. This is 
known as ‘Bring Your Own Device, or BYOD. Loading of council cyber-security 
management software onto Member’s personal device(s) may be unpopular and/ or seen 
as invasive by some individuals, and there is a risk of outright refusal. Additionally, with the 
myriad of different devices and applications used by Members it is not possible to 
guarantee that faults and security/ personal application incompatibility issues won’t occur 
nor possible loss of personal data held on devices e.g. photos. 
 
There will be a requirement for additional council IT technical and administrative resources 
to adequately support this option with resultant additional and unbudgeted costs.  
 
OPTION 4 – Members continue to use their own personal devices and access 
systems / emails via a web based Member ‘Portal’  
 
Again, this option meets the needs expressed by Members but increases instead of 
reduces the attack vectors available to cyber-criminals and therefore increases the 
council’s risk of cyber-attack (bearing in mind that the council is notably already the third 
most attacked organisation in the East of England). The portal would need to be 
configured on a “one size fits all basis” so the user-experience quality would differ between 
different devices and could not be individually tailored.   
 
To deploy and maintain this option securely will require additional specialist cyber-security 
resources and council IT technical and administrative resources and incur additional 
licensing costs. All of which means that adoption will result in additional and unbudgeted 
costs. 
 
As set out in Appendix D, in determining a way forward a balance needs to be made 
between cost, convenience, compliance with data protection requirements, resources and 
the risk of a cyber-attack, with a summary of some of the key points as follows:   
 
 Meeting Member’s home-based and mobile working requirements 
 User satisfaction 
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 Cost vs. risk 
 Strength of the Council’s Cyber Security position 
 Members information governance arrangements 
 Complexity and resources requirement  
 Adequacy of the  management of risk 

 
 
The T&FG detailed findings together with the relevant CAF references and their 
recommended remediation actions are as follows and reflected in the recommendations 
set out previously;  
 
Cyber Assessment Framework 
Module 

Issue Recommendation(s) 

Managing Security Risk and 
Detecting Cyber Security 
Events: CAF Ref A1.b Roles and 
Responsibilities- “Your organisation 
has established roles and responsibilities 
for the security of networks and 
information systems  .” 
AND CAF REF: C1.e Monitoring 
Tools and Skills AND C2.b 
Proactive Attack Discovery 

Recruitment 
and resourcing 
 

That the Human Resources and 
Council Tax Committee and/or 
appropriate officers look at the 
salary(s) being offered for the 
advertised and unfilled senior IT 
posts and including cyber security 
senior technical positions. 
 

Managing Security Risk CAF 
Ref: A2.a Risk Management 
Process – “Your organisation has 
effective internal processes for 
managing risks to the security of network 
and information systems related to the 
operation of essential functions and 
communicating associated activities.” 

Risks 
unresolved for 
long periods.  

That a Member & Officer Cyber 
Security Group be established to 
periodically review the Council’s 
cyber security performance against 
the CAF and/or emerging 
mandatory security improvements 
and requirements.  

Managing Security Risk CAF Ref: 
A3.a Asset Management – 
“Information assets, which could include 
personally identifiable information or 
other sensitive information, are stored for 
long periods of time with no clear 
business need or retention policy.” 

Information 
retention 
management 

That the Council’s Information 
Retention Policy be reviewed/ 
revised with due regard to UK Data 
Protection Act 2018 data 
‘minimisation’ ‘accuracy’ and 
‘storage limitation’ and applied 
throughout the organisation.  

Managing Security Risk CAF Ref: 
B2.c Privileged User 
Management – “Privileged user 
access to your essential function is via 
generic, shared or default name 
accounts.” 

Generic 
Accounts 

That Individual (non-generic) 
account access technologies be 
costed for accessing TDC 
terminals in locations such as 
leisure centres were numerous 
users sharing a terminal due to a 
retail environment operational 
need.   

Managing Security Risk and 
Protecting Against Cyber Attack 
CAF Ref: B6.a Cyber Security 
Culture – “You develop and pursue a 
positive cyber security culture.” And “All 
people in your organisation understand 
the contribution they make to the 
essential function's cyber security.” 

Training and 
understanding  
 

That Cyber Security and 
Information Governance training 
for all members after every election 
and for staff in their inductions with 
periodic refresher training for both 
be made mandatory.  

Protecting Against Cyber Attack  
AND  

Training and 
understanding:  

In consultation with the Council’s 
Monitoring Officer, to review Page 16



T&FG Member comments/ 
disucssions 

  
 

existing Member guidance and 
explore Member training 
opportunities as to what constitutes 
party political activities in the 
context of using a TDC email 
account. 

Minimising The Impact of Cyber 
Security Incidents CAF Ref: D1.a 
Response Plan  -“ You have an up-
to-date incident response plan that is 
grounded in a thorough risk assessment 
that takes account of your essential 
function and covers a range of incident 
scenarios.” 

Adoption of 
the new Cyber 
Incident 
Response 
Plan (CIRP). 

That the new Cyber Incident 
Response Plan (CIRP) included as 
Appendix F to this report be 
adopted. 

 
With reference to the recommendations regarding Members’ access to emails, there are a 
number of relevant CAF references considered by the T&FG, as follows; 
  
CAF 
Reference 

Compliance Statement Descriptive Text (See Note) 

CAF ref B3.a 
Understanding 
Data 

“You have a good understanding of data important to the operation of the essential 
function, where it is stored, where it travels and how unavailability or unauthorised 
access, modification or deletion would adversely impact the essential function. This 
also applies to third parties storing or accessing data important to the operation of 
essential functions.” 

CAF ref B3.b 
Data in Transit 

“You have protected the transit of data important to the operation of the essential 
function. This includes the transfer of data to third parties.” 
 

CAF ref B3.c 
Stored Data 

“You have protected stored data important to the operation of the essential function.” 
 

CAF ref B3.d 
Mobile Data 

“You have protected data important to the operation of the essential function on mobile 
devices.” 

CAF ref B3.e 
Media 
Equipment 
Sanitisation 

“You appropriately sanitise media and equipment holding data important to the 
operation of the essential function.” 

B4.b Secure 
Configuration 

“You securely configure the network and information systems that support the 
operation of essential functions.” 

  
Note: To achieve CAF compliance the Council is required to confirm that the above statements 
reflect the Counci’s current position which we are unable to do given the current Member auto-
forwarding of emails arrangements. 
 
 
BACKGROUND PAPERS AND PUBLISHED REFERENCE MATERIAL 
 
Background papers and reference materials are included as appendices A-F as outlined 
below.  
APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: The 22nd November 2022 Full Council background information report . 

 
Appendix B: All Member’s subject-matter comments received with the Monitoring Officer  
                    response(s). 

 
Appendix C: A newly published Information Commissioner’s Office Freedom of Information  
                     (FOI) guidance note in relation to emails stored on personal devices Page 17



 
Appendix D: The four costed options provided and their respective financial, cyber-security  
                      and Member-user working practicality satisfaction and non-satisfaction  
                      implications.   
Appendix E: A copy of the council’s Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF).  

 
Appendix F: A copy of the council’s new Cyber Incident Response Plan (CIRP) which the  
                    T&FG recommends for adoption. 
 
 
REPORT CONTACT OFFICER(S) 
Name:  
 

Richard Barrett 
 

Job Title:  Assistant Director Finance & IT 

Email/Telephone  rbarrett@tendringdc.gov.uk Tel 01255686521 
 

 
Name 
 

John Higgins 
 

Job Title Head of Digital & Assurance Services 

Email/Telephone 
 

jhiggins@tendringdc.gov.uk Tel 01255686339 
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__ 
APPENDIX A 

FULL COUNCIL 
 

22 NOVEMBER 2022 
 

REPORT OF DEPUTY LEADER & PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR FINANCE AND CORPORATE 
SERVICES 

 
A.9 INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 
 
Report prepared by Richard Barrett and John Higgins 
 
PART 1 – KEY INFORMATION 
 
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
To present to Full Council an update on proposals for IT changes. The ongoing work is aimed 
at reaching an outcome whereby members can undertake their role effectively, whilst ensuring 
that information held by the Council, is safe, secure and compliant with relevant legislation. 
This work will also include looking at various different IT solutions and the associated costs. 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Like all modern twenty-first century organisations, the Council is reliant upon information, data 
and digital services to deliver all our services.  The Council securely stores and holds 
guardianship over some 60 terabytes of residents’, customers’, visitors’, members’ and officers’ 
personal and special category data. To put this into context, 60 terabytes of data represents 
the equivalent of 390 million document pages or 15 million digital photos. 
 
Members are reliant upon access to their emails to undertake their role as a Councillor.  
Members also have a responsibility to ensure that the sometimes sensitive personal or 
organisational information they are sent is kept safely and respects its confidentiality. 
 
Throughout 2018-2021 the Council’s IT Service implemented and achieved compliance with 
increasing NCSC technical security standards. The UK adopted its UK Data Protection Act 
2018 and UK General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) legislation on 25 May 2018.  
 
The key Principles of UK Data Protection legislation require that the data is stored: lawfully, 
fairly and transparently, adequate and relevant and limited to what is necessary, accurate 
and where necessary kept up to date, kept for no longer than is necessary in a form which 
permits identification of data subjects, ensuring ‘integrity and confidentiality’ protecting 
against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss/ destruction/ damage 
through using appropriate security.  
 
Processing of personal data - means any operation or set of operations which is performed 
on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as 
collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, 
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, 
alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction. 
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The Department of Levelling Up Housing and Communities (DLUHC) commenced local 
authority security resilience audits in 2021.  In December 2021 the DLUHC ‘Health Check’ 
scan identified the Council’s auto-forwarding of emails practice and recommended that the 
practice be phased out a soon as possible. These DLUHC local government cyber-security 
audits are being rolled-out to all authorities during 2023. 
 
The DLUHC audit was considered and agreed by the Audit Committee and the March 2022 
Corporate Risk Register reported the need to cease the practice of auto-forwarding of 
Councillors’ emails.  The minutes of the Audit Committee were reported to Full Council in July 
2022.  
 
The UK Data Protection legislation (6th Principle) requires that information and data are 
processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data including 
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss/ 
destruction/ damage through using appropriate technical or organizational measures (integrity 
and confidentiality).  In all matters of council business, the Council is the Data Controller and 
has legislative responsibility to ensure, and to evidence, that information is being managed and 
protected in accordance with the principles of the legislation.  
 
The risk of cyber-attack is not new, but it is escalating in terms of frequency, severity and 
complexity. To counter these sophisticated attacks the Council’s protected domain uses a 
range of best of breed, commercial-grade security services from multiple vendors.  
 
The original proposal of ceasing auto-forwarding of emails was met with concern from some 
members as they felt it might curtail their ability to access information and fulfil their role. 
Therefore, the Portfolio Holder has instructed Officers to explore different solutions (including 
some new processes of creating an app for members to be able to access their emails 
securely on their own devices), whilst being mindful of ensuring the security of such 
information and protection against cyber-attacks. 
 
Scrutiny has included Cyber-security in the work programme. In consultation with the Chair of 
Scrutiny, (Councillor Mark Stephenson), it is proposed that the remit be extended to include the 
issue of members’ access to their information and the alternative solutions available, mindful of 
the recommendations of Audit Committee and the issues of confidentiality, Data Protection and 
cyber security.  With all members having the opportunity to have an input and 
recommendations being brought back to a future Council meeting. 
 
The original proposal to cease the auto-forwarding of emails emerged from an information 
governance / GDPR review undertaken by Internal Audit. The associated review, which 
supported this approach, was undertaken in line with the Council’s existing risk management 
processes and included input from the Council’s Data Protection Officer, S151 Officer, Internal 
Audit Manager and Senior Information Risk owner (SIRO). The risk management process 
highlighted above included the Council’s Audit Committee, who after considering the matter at 
its January 2020 meeting, resolved that: 
 

The Committee supports the implementation, as soon as possible, of the proposal set 
out within the report for providing the necessary IT equipment and training to 
Members to ensure that only Council equipment is used when conducting Council 
business in order to reduce the financial and reputational risk associated with 
processing personal data. 
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Although in a wider context, the matter also formed part of a report that was considered by the 
Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its meeting in January 2021.  

 
Whilst this additional work is being explored, Members acknowledge that the ongoing risk of 
the Council, acting as Data Controller, potentially in breach of the Data Protection Act 2018 
remains, whilst the auto-forwarding of Councillor emails practice continues.  Individual 
Councillors may however voluntarily request that auto-forwarding is ceased for their email 
account, which is maintaining the status quo and has been adopted by 20 councillors. 
  
The Council has all-out elections in May 2023, so it is proposed that all changes be 
implemented for the new Council in 2023.  
 
It is also proposed that a workshop be scheduled for all members to highlight the requirements 
of Data Protection and the prevalent issues cyber breaches and security requirements. This 
will assist in mitigating the risks of breaches. 
 
In terms of the proposed review by the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee, it is worth highlighting the Councils’ existing adopted Risk Management 
Framework seeks to address a number of key elements such as the identification of risks, the 
analysis of those risks and whether they can be ‘tolerated’ or need to be ‘treated etc., with the 
latter including reviewing potential options. With the above in mind, it would seem logical / 
pragmatic to structure the proposed review around these existing risk management principles, 
which would have formed part of the original work undertaken by Officers and the Audit 
Committee. This approach would also complement a wider review of various cyber related 
issues as part of the Cyber Assessment Framework recently published by the National Cyber 
Security Centre (NCSC) that was considered at the first meeting of the relevant Resources and 
Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee Task and Finish Group on 27 October 2022.  
 
Subject to the recommendations below, members are invited to submit any comments or 
thoughts on the subject of cyber security and email forwarding for the Resources and Services 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee Task and Finish group to take into consideration. This can 
be done via email to Democratic Services 
  
 
RECOMMENDATION(S) 
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It is recommended that: 
1. Full Council acknowledges that the ongoing risk of the Council, acting as Data 

Controller, potentially in breach of the Data Protection Act 2018 remains, whilst 
the auto-forwarding of Councillor emails practice continues;   

2. the Resources and Services Overview & Scrutiny Committee extend its work 
programme of cyber security to include reviewing the different proposals of 
Members’ access to emails, in line with the Council’s Risk Management 
Framework, and make recommendations to Cabinet and Council along with 
relevant costings; 

3. such proposals to be mindful of the recommendations of the Audit Committee, 
Data Protection Act requirements and cyber security; 

4. a workshop be scheduled for all Members to ensure awareness of the 
requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018 and cyber security; and  

5. the implementation be planned for no later than 1st April 2023 in readiness for the 
commencement of the new Council, following the elections in 2023 and the new 
Councillors be given the training as detailed in 3 above. 

 
BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS DECISIONS 
As communicated to Members recently, one of two key actions relating to Members use of IT, 
which has been deferred, is as follows: 
 
Stopping the practice of auto-forwarding council emails and official data to personal 
email accounts outside of the Council’s protected domain.  

 
The other key action recently implemented was as follows:  
 

Locking down access to all council applications and non-public facing systems to 
council managed devices only within our council protected domain. (which came into 
effect on 29 July 2022) 

Both actions should be viewed as complimentary actions, as auto forwarding of emails would  
present an immediate conflict, as emails sent to an official Tendring email account would 
instantly leave the Council’s ‘protected’ domain. This point underpins the recommendation 
raised via the audit process below which concentrates on the underlying issue of only using a 
Council managed device when undertaking Council business.  

A summary of the background to the associated governance and reporting actions within the 
Council to date are as follows:   

 
20 January 2020 - Following an information governance / GDPR review, a report of the Head 
of Internal Audit was considered by the Audit Committee.  Within that report, the following 
issue was set out. 
 
  An issue of non-compliance with the Data Protection Act 2018 was identified for consideration along   

with proposed actions by the Audit Committee.  
 
  There have been occasions in the past where personal and special category TDC data has been 

forwarded to personal emails by both Officers and Members.  It is however recognised that this is for 
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ease of use rather than anything malicious.  However Data Protection Act 2018 legislation, particularly 
Article 5, Paragraph 1(f), requires personal data to be “processed in a manner that ensures 
appropriate security of the personal data”.  We are unable to demonstrate compliance in this regard as 
personal devices and their cyber-security remain outside of the sphere of Council knowledge, control 
and management.  It is therefore recommended that Officers be reminded of the need to ensure that 
TDC data be retained within TDC encrypted, secure ‘official’ emails and not forwarded to personal 
emails.  In respect of Members, the recommended control is that only Council issued equipment and 
email addresses should be used to prevent the need of forwarding data to personal emails and 
increasing the risk of non-compliance and the wider financial and reputational consequences if 
personal data is not secure. 

 
Following consideration of the above, the Audit Committee resolved: 
 
The Committee supports the implementation, as soon as possible, of the proposal set 
out within the report for providing the necessary IT equipment and training to Members 
to ensure that only Council equipment is used when conducting Council business in 
order to reduce the financial and reputational risk associated with processing personal 
data. 
 
The minutes from the above meeting were included within the Full Council agenda on 15 
September 2020. 
 
29 May 2020 – As part of a review of the Council’s Constitution, Cabinet considered an 
associated report where the following resolution was agreed:   
 
That Cabinet endorses that all Councillors conduct all Council business through their 
Tendring District Council online accounts using the corporate IT kit supplied to them for 
the smooth facilitating and running of remote meetings. 
 
15 September 2020 – The above was included within the various documents considered by 
Full Council as part of formally agreeing a number of changes to the Council’s Constitution.  
 
3 December 2020 - Members may also recall various discussions relating to using Council 
managed devices, when previous devices such as Microsoft Surface GO’s were replaced with 
laptops, a key action in supporting the move to restricting system access to only Council 
managed devices. This was a matter that was considered by the Resources and Services 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its meeting its meeting in December 2020. 
 
The record of the discussion as set out in an extract from the minutes of the meeting is as 
follows: 
 
The emerging digital picture was therefore, perceived as an opportunity to assist councillors in 
their community leadership role. Through providing each councillor with a standard, managed 
device backed up by IT training and supported via the Council’s IT service desk intended 
benefits and improvements were, and remain, as follows: 
  

 To assist Councillors to improve their efficiency and access to stored digital information. 
 Strengthen cybersecurity (and cybersecurity awareness) and further reduce any 

possibility of a data breach and Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) data loss. 
 Enhance Councillors’ digital engagement. 
 Enhance mobile working and flexible working capabilities and thereby work/ life balance 
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 Further reduce reliance (and the costs) of printed information. 
 Councillor IT equipment standardisation would in turn enable officers council-wide to 

standardise the range services that they provide which would achieve efficiency savings 
for both Councillors and Officers.  

  
Members heard how the strategy had been to purchase high quality Microsoft Surface Go 
tablets during 2019 and at the beginning of 2020 for Councillors to undertake their council-
related duties. With some Councillors struggling with the tablet screen size Officers had 
additionally offered Councillors: connection hubs, full size keyboards, 24” screens, cabled 
mouse. This gave Councillors a blend of home-based digital access with the ability to go 
mobile with their tablets when required. 
  
As a result of COVID-19 and an emerging understanding as to its longevity, officers had 
become conversant with new face-to-face restrictive working arrangements and the use of 
virtual Microsoft Skype meetings had become a key ‘new working norm’. Likewise, virtual 
meeting MS Skype capabilities had needed to be extended to Councillors to enable them to 
perform their duties, which was not an intended original use of the previously purchased 
tablets. 
  
The Committee was informed that the Council now had a pressing financial, technological and 
support need to migrate fully from Microsoft Skype to Microsoft Teams. Teams offered a range 
of additional meeting business functionality benefits over Skype but it was far more demanding 
in terms of computing processing power. As such, it was close to the limit and was very likely 
to become beyond the processing capabilities of councillor tablets as Microsoft invested in 
further enhancing Teams functionality. 
  
With a view to giving Councillors the very best experience possible during multi-party video 
conference calls, the decision had now been taken to allocate funding to quickly replace 
Councillors’ tablets with the same Lenovo laptops that officers used. Those laptops were tried 
and tested, high specification devices that had enabled officers to perform the full range of 
council business demands. 
  
The Committee was also informed in addition, and based upon approaches from several senior 
Councillors, that providing  Members with a council tablet had unintentionally been seen as an 
‘imposition’ by some Councillors, despite Officers’ best intentions. Likewise, Officers had now 
acknowledged Councillors’ desire to be increasingly involved in their use of digital technology 
and how they worked and engaged with council business. 
  
With engagement firmly in mind but reflecting the need to standardise equipment across 
Officers and Councillors as far as was possible, Councillors would now be asked on an 
individual basis whether they would benefit more from having a smaller, lighter more portable 
13” council laptop, or a larger 15” laptop with a bigger screen and near full-size keyboard. 
Council provided ancillary devices – keyboards, screens, mice, hubs – would continue to be 
offered to Councillors and those who already had them would be able to connect and continue 
to use them with their replacement laptops. 
 
Following the consideration of the above, the Committee resolved: 
 
That the Cabinet be informed that this Committee endorses the principle that Councillors be 
consulted on the IT kit that is to be provided to them to fulfil their roles as Members. 
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29 January 2021 - The consultation process was undertaken as highlighted above along with 
Cabinet considering the above comments from the Resources and Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee at their meeting in January 2021, where the following comments from the Portfolio 
Holder for Corporate Finance and Governance were included and endorsed: 
 
I thank the Committee for their comments, and I am delighted to state that all Members of the 
Council have now been furnished with a brand new device of their individual choice. The roll 
out of these during the current lockdown has been carried out impeccably by our IT guys, who 
going by the comments I have personally received and fed back form colleagues, have done 
this in safest possible manner, and for which I am very grateful.” 
 
The Council maintains a Corporate Risk Register that is reviewed on a 6 monthly cycle by the 
Audit Committee. The two relevant risks included within the register are as follows: 
 

 Ineffective communication / management of information 
 Ineffective Cyber Security Physical and Application (software) Based Protection 

Management 
 
Updates against the Committee’s earlier recommendation from their January 2020 meeting 
have been included within these reports with the following extracts worth highlighting: 
 
27 May 2021 - Whilst our information governance continues to strengthen, the Information 
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) continues to ‘raise the bar’ on compliance matters. We are 
currently reviewing how Councillors access, utilise and manage personal and sensitive 
information and we must work to introduce changes to Councillor working practices to 
strengthen this aspect of Council information governance during 2021 or risk being found 
potentially in breach of General Data Protection Regulation legislation by the ICO. The key 
issue here is that having provided every councillor with a managed council device we must 
cease the councillor practice of forwarding council emails to personal email accounts where we 
have no control over cyber security protective measures. Ongoing vigilance with regard to 
Information Governance resources and training and budget to minimise the risk of an 
information breach or failure to comply with legislation as this work area volume increases 
significantly. 
 
31 March 2022 – The above matter was highlighted during a cybersecurity audit by the 
Department for Levelling Up Housing and Communities (DLUHC) as a significant cybersecurity 
risk that must be ceased. We will therefore work to achieve this during early 2022 in a 
supportive manner with additional training provided if required. 
 
12 July 2022 - The minutes of the above Committees were reported to subsequent Council 
meetings, with the latest minutes being presented to their meeting in July 2022. 
 
In support of the above, a note was recently sent to all Members as part of the Chief 
Executive’s regular member briefings to provide advance notice of the proposals to cease the 
automatic forwarding of emails and access to the Council’s network from a non-TDC managed 
device. 
 
The culmination of the above was the email recently sent to Members highlighting the 
proposed implementation of the two key actions set out at the beginning of this section of the 
report.  The deferral was requested by Members to allow a debate at Full Council to take 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Comments Received from Members Including Additional Comments / Response 
 
Comments Received Additional Comments / Response 
Councillors are independently elected 
individuals, they are not employees of the 
council - as such they are entitled to be 
provided with information that allows them 
to fulfill that duty. For clarification, if they 
were employees and subject to the 
organisations employee policy then they 
would also be entitled to pensions, holiday 
and sick - which they are not. 
 

Agreed. This was acknowledged in the report considered by Full Council on 22 November 
2022. 
 
The Monitoring Officer has responded that Tendring District Council comprises of 48 
members, otherwise called Councillors.  One or more Councillors will be elected by the 
voters in Wards in accordance with a scheme drawn up by the Local Government 
Boundary Commission for England, and approved by the Secretary of State.  Once elected 
Members form part of the Council, their roles are different to employees but collectively 
form the Council and become part of the public authority environment and framework in 
which local government sits.   
 
Article 2.04 of the Council’s Constitution states that: 
 

 Councillors will at all times observe the Members’ Code of Conduct and protocols 
set out in Part 6 of this Constitution. 

 Councillors are also expected to comply with the requirements of any risk 
assessments issued by the Council in performance of their functions 

 
They have the right to have that information 
sent to their own personal devices in order 
to fulfill their duties - This is a protected right 
under protocol 1, Article 1 HRA 1998. 

Protocol 1, Article 1 protects your right to enjoy your property peacefully - every natural or 
legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be 
deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions 
provided for by law and by the general principles of international law. 

Property can include things like land, houses, objects you own, shares, licences, leases, 
patents, money, pensions and certain types of welfare benefits. A public authority cannot 
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take away your property, or place restrictions on its use, without very good reason. 

This right applies to companies as well as individuals.   

The Monitoring Officer has responded that it’s unclear how the right to own a personal 
device is impacted upon by this subject area.  It is not intending to take away the property, 
or place restrictions on its use, the Council is considering ceasing automatic forwarding to a 
personal device, from its own systems.  However, the right is not an absolute right and can 
be interfered with, upon justification, such as compliance with legal requirements.  The UK 
Data Protection legislation (6th Principle) requires that information and data are processed 
in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data including protection 
against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss/ destruction/ 
damage through using appropriate technical or organizational measures (integrity and 
confidentiality).  In all matters of council business, the Council is the Data Controller and 
has legislative responsibility to ensure, and to evidence, that information is being managed 
and protected in accordance with the principles of the legislation.  
 
As part of previous considerations, the recommendation to stop the forwarding of emails 
has always been based on risk / best practice and compliance. Please see comments 
elsewhere in this report / appendices that set out the risks of members using their own 
personal devices. 
 
It is also important to highlight that the continuation of allowing the forwarding of emails to 
personal devices may prevent the Council connecting to the Government’s network as this 
may be deemed a ‘failure’ against the associated Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) 
that is currently being trialled / piloted. 
 

It is down to the Council to make sure no 
information is shared that would constitute a 
breach of DPA - it doesn't matter if it is on 
council equipment or not, they send it to an 
independent person not in the organisation 
so have to comply every time an email is 

As highlighted in the report to Full Council on 22 November 2022 the UK GDPR 2018 
legislation, particularly Article 5, Paragraph 1(f), requires personal data to be processed in 
a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data. The Council is unable to 
demonstrate compliance in this regard as personal devices and their cyber-security remain 
outside of the sphere of Council knowledge, control and management.   
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sent. Those emails then being forwarded is 
irrelevant to this legal requirement. 

The Monitoring Officer has responded, it is important to recognise is the difference between 
the Council, as Data Controller auto-forwarding, without an assessment of the content of 
the email, and an individual forwarding manually with intention knowing the content of the 
email. 
 
However, potential alternative options are set out in Appendix D, that may address 
the wider point.  

Officers need to comply because the 
Council is the data controller for the data 
they use and they do handle sensitive 
personal data - councillors generally do not 
and are their own data controller. 
 

Please see comment above. 
 
The Monitoring Officer has responded the proposed recommended action of ceasing auto-
forwarding emails was to ensure the Council did not breach the requirements of the Data 
Protection Act 2018.   
 
Paragraphs 3.3 and 3.8 of the Members’ Code of Conduct state that Members: 
 
3.3 must not disclose confidential information or information which should reasonably be 
regarded as being of a confidential nature, without the express consent of a person 
authorised to give such consent, or unless required by law to do so. 
3.8 Must observe the law 
 

The Council received advice and recommended action from the Audit Committee, Portfolio 
Holder for Corporate Finance and Governance and those Officers responsible for Audit, IT 
and Governance on a way forward to protect the Council, as Data Controller and mitigating 
Cyber Security risks.  If Members wish to retain auto-forwarding of emails, they are the 
decision makers setting Policy in this regard on behalf of the Council, as Data Controller.   
 

Most information in emails is in fact in the  
public domain anyway. 
 

Unfortunately, this is more often not the case. Personal information is included in various 
emails from the public to Members, which can also be ‘repeated’ as part of longer email 
‘strings’ if forwarded on more than once.  Members are provided with considerable amount 
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of confidential information.  
 

Forwarding emails is not a major cyber 
security issue - it is a perfectly normal and 
safe activity which has been available for 
many decades, which is why it's an 
available function. 
 

Similar to the above, this is no longer the case, which has been highlighted by a recent 
security incident. As previously discussed, the auto-forwarding of emails can easily create 
additional points of attack for cyber attackers who can for example ‘harvest’ information 
that can be used in various activities, such as social engineering and “Spear phishing” and 
“Whaling” (digitally enabled fraud through social engineering).  

The council system is already overly 
restrictive with many residents emails being 
sent to spam or they get emails back saying 
that their email is undeliverable - councillors 
need to be able to receive emails from 
outside the council unhindered. 
 

This has also been an issue raised directly by the Task and Finish Group with 
recommendations set out in the main body of the report. 
 
In the event that the forwarding of emails was ceased, Members can still use their personal 
email accounts to receive emails from the public for example. They may then wish to 
forward them onto their TDC account.  

Government Department’s opinion on the 
law is no more relevant than anyone else's - 
they do not make or interpret law and have 
no powers to enforce their opinion - nothing 
the background info is relevant. 
 

Please see earlier response. 
 
The Monitoring Officer has responded that the information contained within the Background 
Section of the Report to Full Council in November, included occasions that matters related 
to this subject has been considered by Members in various meetings, including the Audit 
Committee and the Resources and Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee.   
 
With regards to not following the relevant Government’s department for Local Government 
(currently DLUHC) guidance and policy, this will have an adverse and detrimental impact 
on the Council’s reputation and access information held on the Government’s network and 
to external funding streams to deliver projects for the local area.  
 
As the UK’s technical authority for cyber security, the National Cyber Security Centre 
(NCSC) developed the Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) to support the UK’s 
implementation of the European Union’s Network and Information Systems (NIS) Directive 
in 2018.  
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It is mandatory for critical infrastructure providers to achieve CAF latest NCSC cyber-
security compliance standards. Similarly during 2022/23 central government departments 
are working towards CAF compliance. With this in mind, the new Government Cyber 
Security Strategy set out plans to adopt the CAF as the assurance framework for 
government, providing a systematic and comprehensive approach to assessing the extent 
to which cyber risks to essential functions are being managed. 

The strategy explains how the government will ensure all public sector organisations will be 
resilient to cyber threats and sets out plans to ensure that the government assesses its 
cyber resilience consistently and comparably. This includes adopting the NCSC’s CAF as a 
standard way of assessing cyber risk. 

Whilst CAF compliance is today voluntary for local government, DLUHC have advised that 
during 2023/24 they are undertaking a number of local government voluntary compliance 
audits and Tendring is engaged in this process from a feedback perspective. It remains 
DLUHC’s declared intention to mandate local authority CAF completion and compliance 
submission review and audit annually. 
 
This future CAF compliance regime will in essence replace the now defunct annual Public 
Services Network (PSN) Code of Connection cyber-security certification compliance 
review.  CAF compliance failure and the possibility of disconnection from the PSN (which 
connects and facilitates data sharing between the council and government departments) 
would significantly affect and possibly even stop the council’s ability to deliver key statutory 
services.  

There is nothing illegal (breach of DPA) in 
forwarding information to independent 
elected people that are not part of the 
organisation and handle their own data - 
that's the only legal position that matters. 

Please see earlier response. Similarly Appendix C, the ICO’s  note outlining legal 
responsibilities around the use of personal email accounts and Freedom Of Information 
(FOI) enquiries is additionally relevant. 

The practice of auto-forwarding emails 
MUST stop, regardless of any arguments 
put forward by councillors. 

The ceasing of the forwarding of emails would reflect best practise.  
 
Options to address the associated risks are set out in Appendix D. 
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I think it was mentioned at an AMB that we 
are the only Council in Essex to allow it. 
 
Local Authorities are now experiencing 
requests for information, emails etc. that are 
held on ‘private devices’, where they relate 
to Council business. This could become an 
issue going forward, and despite it being 
said that Councillors are not subject to 
FOIA, they are if they are conducting 
Council business from a private device.   
 
This is something that might need to be 
clarified with our FOIA person.  
 

Councillors would not be subject to FOI on their personal emails / devices if it did not relate 
to Council business, but once they have chosen to use their personal emails to correspond 
with the Council and act on behalf of the Council, a search of their emails may be 
necessary to respond to such requests. This is likely to be a matter that is eventually 
determined by the ICO going forward in the event that a requestor is unsatisfied with a 
Local Authorities response to withhold such information. Members who continue to have 
auto-forwarding in place, are in effect accepting that their personal email accounts are 
being used for Council business. 
 
The Monitoring Officer has responded that the Information Commissioner’s Office has 
produced a Guidance Note on the topic of Freedom of Information Act 2000 to official 
information held in private email accounts and is attached as Annex Bi.  The Note is helpful 
as it refers to a Councillor holding information relating to local authority business in her/her 
private email account on behalf of the local authority.  It would be useful for this note to be 
circulated to all Members for information. 
 

Council business should not be being done 
between Councillors on private email, look 
what happens at government level! There 
is, in my opinion, no valid reason that 
anyone needs to have their emails 
forwarded. 
 
Just because it has been done in the past, 
does not mean that it is still the right thing to 
be done, as has been highlighted by 
officers, government, and our own Audit 
Committee in the last few months 
 

This reflects best practice - please see comments. 
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Maybe officers should start to refuse to act 
on any emails that come in from councillors 
private email addresses. Maybe that could 
be a recommendation by your Task and 
Finish Group. 
 

This is covered in previous recommendations that council business should be undertaken 
on council-managed equipment. Should an email be received from a member’s personal 
email account then officers should routinely respond to their TDC official address. 

Whilst I think the IT team do an excellent job 
I still think there are areas where the use of 
personal equipment is not addressed. I 
understand that some councillors are not 
happy with having to use council equipment 
as they are use to their own but I think there 
are ways the council can look at facilitating 
this if everyone has Microsoft office on their 
own computers or laptops with inbuilt 
security. 
 
Has the option of using webmail rather than 
forwarding of emails been used? I have 
another outlook account accessed this way 
that I can pick up on my phone as well and I 
am asked to sign in every 7 days with 
random requests to verify my id via a code 
sent to my phone. 
 

Potential alternative options are set out in Appendix C. 

I do not think that emails addressed to 
councillors should be automatically directed 
to their personal accounts – whilst I doubt 
there is anything amiss happening I don’t 
think the council should be in a position that 
there could be. 
If the use of personal email 
addresses/equipment is to continue then I 

Please see comments above. 
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feel there should be some sort of signed 
agreement to mitigate risk. 
 
There needs to be compulsory initial training 
for all councillors in the first instance, then 
those that do/don’t need more can be 
identified? 
 
 

Training for Councillors is already in place. However further recommendations from the 
Task and Finish Group are set out in the main body of the report. 
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ICO lo 
 
Official information held in private email 
accounts 
 

Freedom of Information Act  

 

        
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) gives rights of public 
access to information held by public authorities.  

 
An overview of the main provisions of FOIA can be found in the 

Guide to Freedom of Information. 
 

This is part of a series of guidance, which goes into more detail than 
the Guide to FOIA, to help you as a public authority to fully 

understand your obligations, as well as promoting good practice.  
 

This guidance is intended to clarify the legal status under FOIA of 
information relating to the business of a public authority held in 

private email accounts in particular, but also other media formats. 

This is an emerging area of FOIA compliance and so the guidance 
may be updated in due course. 

 
This guidance does not deal with exemptions which might be 

applicable to information held in private email accounts, only 
whether it may be held for the purposes of FOIA.  

 

Overview  
 
 

 FOIA applies to official information held in private email 

accounts (and other media formats) when held on behalf of 
the public authority. Such information may be exempt and will 

not necessarily have to be disclosed. 
 It may be necessary to request relevant individuals to search 

private email accounts in particular cases.  The occasions 
when this will be necessary are expected to be rare. 

 Adherence to good records management practice should 
assist in managing risks associated with the use of private 

email accounts for public authority business purposes.  
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What FOIA says  
 

Section 3 sets out the two legal principles by which it is established 
whether information is held for the purposes of FOIA.  

 

3. 

(2) For the purposes of this Act, information is held by a public 
authority if— 

 

(a) it is held by the authority, otherwise than on behalf of another 
person, or 

 
(b) it is held by another person on behalf of the authority. 

 
Under section 3(2)(a) information will be held by the public 

authority for the purposes of FOIA if it is held to any extent for its 
own purposes. Only if information is held solely on behalf of another 

person will the public authority not hold it for the purposes of FOIA.  
 

Section 3(2)(b) provides that in circumstances where information is 

held by another person on behalf of the public authority, the 
information is considered to be held by the authority for the 

purposes of FOIA. It is this sub-section that is of relevance to 
information held in personal email accounts.   

 
The Commissioner’s approach 

 
Information held in non-work personal email accounts (e.g. Hotmail, 

Yahoo and Gmail) may be subject to FOIA if it relates to the official 
business of the public authority. All such information which is held 

by someone who has a direct, formal connection with the public 
authority is potentially subject to FOIA regardless of whether it is 

held in an official or private email account. If the information held in 
a private account amounts to public authority business it is very 

likely to be held on behalf of the public authority in accordance with 

section 3(2)(b).  
 

This can apply to any public authority. For example, a Councillor 
may hold information relating to local authority business in his/her 

private email account on behalf of the local authority. The 
Commissioner is aware that the issue has also arisen in a central 

government context in relation to the use of non-work systems. 
There is a need to have a clear demarcation between political and 

departmental work. In the local government context, there is a 
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need to have a clear demarcation between Council business and 

work for individuals as their local representative. 
 

Information in private email accounts that does not relate to the 
business of the public authority will not be subject to FOIA. 

 
Situations where information legitimately requested under FOIA 

includes relevant information held on private email accounts will be 
rare. However, when a request for information is received, public 

authorities should consider all locations where relevant information 
may be held. This may include private email accounts.  

 
The ICO recommends that, as a matter of good practice, public 

authorities establish procedures for dealing with such situations. 
These should outline the relevant factors to be taken into account in 

deciding whether it is necessary to ask someone to search their 

private email account for information which might fall within the 
scope of an FOI request the public authority has received. Relevant 

factors are likely to include: 
 

 the focus of the request, indicated by the words used by the 
requester;  

 the subject matter of the information which falls within the 
scope of the request;  

 how the issues to which the request relates have been 
handled within the public authority; 

 by whom and to whom was the information sent and in what 
capacity (e.g. public servant or political party member); and 

 whether a private communication channel was used because 
no official channel was available at the time. 

 

Where a public authority has decided that a relevant individual’s 
personal email account may include information which falls within 

the scope of the request and which is not held elsewhere on the 
public authority’s own system, it will need to ask that individual to 

search their account for any relevant information. 
 

The enquiries made should be directed towards deciding whether 
any information which is so held was generated in the course of 

conducting the business of the public authority. If it was, it is likely 
to be within the scope of the request. It will therefore be held by 

the individual on behalf of the public authority for the purposes of 
FOIA.  

 
Where members of staff or other relevant individuals have been 

asked to search private email accounts for requested information, 
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there should be a record of the action taken. The public authority 

will then be able to demonstrate, if required, that appropriate 
searches have been made in relation to a particular request. The 

Commissioner may need to see this in the event of a section 50 
complaint arising from the handling of the request. 

 
Relevant information in other forms 

 
Although the main emphasis of this guidance is on information held 

in private email accounts, public authorities should be aware that it 
applies to information in other forms. The definition of information 

under FOIA is provided at section 84 and states that ““information” 
… means information recorded in any form”. Therefore, official 

information recorded on mobile devices, including text messages on 
mobile phones, or in any other media, may also be considered to be 

held on behalf of the public authority in the circumstances outlined 

in this guidance. Again, this does not necessarily mean that such 
information will be disclosable, but, on receipt of a valid FOIA 

request, public authorities should consider all locations where the 
requested information may be found.  

 
Concealment and deletion 

 
Public authorities should also remind staff that deleting or 

concealing information with the intention of preventing its disclosure 
following receipt of a request is a criminal offence under section 77 

of FOIA. For example, where information that is covered by a 
request is knowingly treated as not held because it is held in a 

private email account, this may count as concealment intended to 
prevent the disclosure of information, with the person concealing 

the information being liable to prosecution.  

 
Records Management 

 
The Lord Chancellor’s Code of Practice under section 46 of FOIA 

stresses the importance, and benefits, of having good records 
management. As such, public authorities are strongly advised to use 

their records management policies to clarify the types of 
information that could be considered as records relating to the 

public authority’s business. These policies should include clear 
advice to staff that recorded information held by individuals, 

regardless of the form in which it is held, and which relates to the 
business of the authority, is likely to be held on behalf of the 

authority and so subject to FOIA.  
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In order to avoid the complications of requesting searches of private 

email accounts, and other private media, records management 
policies should make clear that information on authority-related 

business should be recorded on the authority’s record keeping 
systems in so far as reasonably practicable.  

 
It is accepted, that in certain circumstances, it may be necessary to 

use private email for public authority business. There should be a 
policy which clearly states that in such cases an authority email 

address must be copied in to ensure the completeness of the 
authority’s records. In this way, records management policies will 

make it easier for public authorities to determine whether 
information is held and to locate and retrieve it in response to 

requests.  If the information is contained within the public 
authority’s systems it can also be subject to consistently applied 

retention and destruction policies.  

 

Other considerations  
   
Additional guidance is also available if you need further 

information on: 
 

 Records Management 
 

 see the Code of Practice under section 46  

 see our guidance on Section 46 Code of Practice – records  

management 
 

 Holding information 
 

 see Information held by a public authority for the purposes 

of the FOI Act 

 see When is information caught by the FOI Act?  

 
More information  
 

This guidance will be reviewed and considered from time to time in 

line with new decisions of the Information Commissioner, Tribunals 
and courts.  

 
It is a guide to our general recommended approach, although 

individual cases will always be decided on the basis of their 
particular circumstances. 
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If you need any more information about this or any other aspect of 

freedom of information or data protection, please 

https://ico.org.uk/global/contact-us/  
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APPENDIX D 
Members Access to Emails – Opportunities / Options 

Option /  Description Financial 
Implications 

Positive Considerations Negative Considerations 

OPTION ONE 
 
 Each Member is 

provided with a 
Council-managed 
Laptop Only. 

 Cabinet Members are 
also provided with 
Council-managed 
mobile telephone. 

 Council systems/ 
communications / 
emails are only 
accessible by a 
council-managed 
devices.  

 
 

 
 
Already budgeted 

Optimum Data Protection and Full UK Data 
Protection Legislative Compliance in terms of 
transparency, security protective measures and 
data destruction that can be evidenced by the 
council as the Data Controller for all council official 
business purposes.  

 
Member’s personal devices would not be 
subject to council related Freedom Of 
Information (FOI) requests nor Information 
Commissioner’s Office investigation as Members 
have no council official business information on 
their personal device(s).   

 
Strongest Possible/ Least Vulnerable Cyber 
Security Position - a managed device is the safest 
and strongest cyber-security position that the 
council can realistically adopt in consideration to; 

 
1) The ever increasing risk of a major cyber-

security attack and subsequent loss of services, 
multi-million pound financial cost of recovery, 
loss of reputation, risk of harm to residents and 
particularly vulnerable residents and potentially 
loss-of-life.  

2) It accords with the cyber-security industry 
direction of travel towards a ‘zero trust model’ 
where each user, each device security-health/ 
integrity and access to every service(s) is 
constantly being verified by automated cyber-
security system ‘handshakes’ through security 
and authorisation policies.  
 
NOTE: The Zero-trust model, or zero trust 
network access (ZTNA), Introduction to Zero 

User Dissatisfaction as some users may prefer to 
use a personal device(s) that they feel most 
comfortable with. 
 
User Dissatisfaction as does not facilitate some 
member’s requirements to work whilst working 
remotely along with delays in responding to emails 
etc.  
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Trust - NCSC.GOV.UK or Why the time has 
come for Zero-Trust model of cybersecurity | 
World Economic Forum (weforum.org) direction 
of travel is increasingly being adopted by every 
security aware organisations including many 
local authorities where users are distributed on 
different networks e.g. home and office.  
 

Cyber-security Management/ Risk Control. This 
model removes cyber-security protective decisions 
and actions away from ‘the individual’ through 
security update automation, management and 
robust enforcement of cyber-security standards 
and best-practice.  

 
Council IT Servicedesk support during 
operational hours.  

 
Council IT Standard Model option with no 
additional council resourcing requirements in terms 
of officer resource, training and support. All officers 
work in this manner using the same standard 
specification laptop/ smartphones. 

 
OPTION TWO 
 
 As per ‘Option One’  
 
But additionally that; 
 
 All Members to be 

offered a standard 
model council 
managed  
smartphone to use 
and access emails 
whilst mobile.  

 
 

Additional revenue 
(ongoing) corporate 
council costs of  
£8,000k per annum 
(for  40 members)  
 
Alternatively Members 
meet the on-going 
cost of the 
smartphone from their 
Member’s Allowance 
(£200 per annum) 
 
 
 
 

As Option One in addition to: 
 

Provides an alternative device to support 
Member’s working remotely 

 
 

User Dissatisfaction as some users may prefer to 
use a personal device(s) that they feel most 
comfortable with. Also the TDC supplied device would 
not necessarily be the latest Samsung device.  

 
User Dissatisfaction as users may be unwilling to 
carry two mobile phones i.e. their new TDC phone 
and a personal phone. 

 
If the cost is not met from Member’s own 
allowances, then there would be an additional 
cost that would have to be met from within the 
financial forecast. 
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OPTION THREE 
 
Members’ continue to 
use their own personal 
devices e.g. laptops / 
tablets / smartphones of 
choice but managed 
within a  
Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD) Service 
Framework  
 
This framework would 
require the installation of 
Mobile Device 
Management  (MDM) 
security software onto 
any personal devices 
used. 
 
Notes: BYOD services are 
designed to offer the same 
level of IT security to 
corporate data (only) as a 
managed device.  Due to 
this the device is locked 
down with high level 
encryption. The council 
cannot see your personal 
information. When you 
enrol a device, you give us 
permission to view certain 
pieces of information on 
your device only, such as 
device model and serial 
number and security 
settings. 
 

Estimated One-off 
setup costs of 
£22,000. 
 
Estimated On-Going 
Revenue costs of 
potentially up to £50k 
to £70k per annum. 
 
 

Meets ALL Member’s home-based and working 
mobile requirements accessing council official 
business emails from any personal device(s). 
 
Strong Microsoft Cyber Security position that 
meets National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and 
Department of Levelling Up and Housing 
Communities (DLUHC) current minimum 
standards. NOTE: Members should consider the National 
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) ‘Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD)’ guidance text included below. 
 
 
Only provides some of the information governance 
and cyber-security protective measures  as set out 
in Option one and Two above.  

 
 

 

Only provides some of the information governance 
and cyber-security protective measures  e.g.   
 
Limited data protection and UK data protection 
legislative compliance. Confidentiality is not 
guaranteed and remains the responsibility of each 
Member. Similarly the issue of auto-forwarding and 
legislative transparency is not resolved. 

 
Limited Council IT Servicedesk support during 
operational hours.  
 
Member’s personal devices would potentially 
remain subject to council-related Freedom Of 
Information (FOI) requests and Information 
Commissioner’s Office investigation as they will hold 
council official-business information. 

 
Not all users may agree to have Council MDM 
software loaded and updated on their personal 
device(s) so this may only provide a partial 
solution. 

  
User Dissatisfaction - With members accessing 
services through different personal devices the user-
experience cannot be guaranteed and there is a risk 
that it may impact on the functioning of personal 
applications which cannot be supported by the in-
house IT team, which could include the loss of 
personal data.  
 
It is relatively expensive to implement and the 
additional cost would have to be met from within 
the financial forecast. Costs include: 

 licensing costs  
 technical / admin support costs  

  
Not necessary a long term solution e.g. NCSC/ 
DLUHC cyber-security hardening may necessitate 
additional software controls being added to Member’s 
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personal device(s) to continue access or it becomes 
an option that is no longer deemed to reflect best 
practice.  
 
* Please also see the note at the end of this table that 
sets out the NCSC view on such options. 
 

OPTION FOUR 
 
A Member Web-Portal 
App accessible by all 
Member’s personal 
devices from anywhere 
in the UK  
 
(Would negate the need 
for auto-forwarding of 
emails) 
 
 

Estimated one-off 
setup costs of 
£16,000. 
 
Estimated On-going 
Revenue costs of up 
to £70k per annum. 
 
 
 

Option Three provides most of the information 
governance and cyber-security protective 
measures  as follows;   
 
Strong data protection (however, confidentiality is 
not guaranteed and remains the responsibility of 
each Member. 
 
Full UK data protection legislative compliance.  
 
Member’s personal devices would not be subject to 
council related Freedom Of Information (FOI) 
requests nor Information Commissioner’s Office 
investigation. 
 
Council IT Servicedesk support during 
operational hours.  

 
Meets Member’s home-based and working 
mobile requirements accessing council official 
business emails from any personal device(s). 

 
Strong Microsoft Cyber Security position that 
meets National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and 
Department of Levelling Up and Housing 
Communities (DLUHC) current minimum 
standards. 

 
 

Reduced Cyber Security Strength - A Members’ 
Web Portal cannot provide the full protection of a fully 
council-managed device only solution. It also opens 
another ‘attack vector’ for cyber-aggressors to attack 
(industry best-practice seeks to minimise not expand 
attack-vectors). Similarly, a ZTNA model cannot be 
fully achieved. 

 
Cyber-Security Complexity And Resourcing - It 
further complicates the council’s cyber-security 
arrangements requiring additional management, 
monitoring, support and training resources. 

 
User Dissatisfaction - each Member would have to 
agree to have a Multi-Factor-Authenticator App 
loaded onto their personal device(s) to access the 
service. 

 
Not necessary a long term solution e.g. NCSC/ 
DLUHC cyber-security hardening may necessitate 
additional software controls being added to Member’s 
personal device(s) to continue access or it becomes 
an option that is no longer deemed to reflect best 
practice.  

 
User Dissatisfaction – the  Web Portal will have to 
provide a standard ‘look and feel’ regardless of 
Member’s personal device choice(s) so there may be 
differing views on the ‘standard user experience’ it 
offers. 

 
Cyber-security Management/ Risk Control remains 
the responsibility of each Member with some 
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Member’s devices remaining unpatched with weak 
passwords leaving them open to a successful cyber-
attack and in turn hostile-use of their device(s) to 
attack the council.  
 
It is relatively expensive to implement and the 
additional cost would have to be met from within 
the financial forecast. Costs include: 

 licensing costs  
 technical / admin support costs  

 
 

*The use of personal devices for government official business is permitted - with reference to the use of personal mobile phones/ computers the 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) ‘Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)’ guidance states: “No BYOD deployment will protect corporate data as effectively 
as corporately managed devices, so consider what would happen if the services you intend to expose were compromised and the business impact it would cause. 
… it comes with a conflicting set of security risks and challenges. … You should understand what your IT department will be able to cope with. Supporting all the 
devices that can be used for BYOD will almost certainly prove problematic. … Usability will be a focus for the device owners themselves, desiring no disruption of 
their usual experience of a device. They will also likely have concerns over the privacy of their personal data, the impact of which will vary depending on the 
degrees of corporate control you intend to implement. … Because the organisation will have less control and visibility of a user’s personal device than of a 
corporately owned and managed one, BYOD faces greater security risks.”   https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/device-security-guidance/bring-your-own-device 
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DETECTING CYBER SECURITY EVENTS   
The organisation monitors the security status of the networks and systems supporting the operation of 
essential functions in order to detect potential security problems and to track the ongoing effectiveness of 
protective security measures.  

 

   
 

Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the following statements are 
true 

Achieved - All the following statements are 
true 

  

Data relating to the security and operation of 
your essential functions is not collected. 

Data relating to the security and operation of some areas 
of your essential functions is collected but coverage is not 
comprehensive. 

Monitoring is based on an understanding of 
your networks, common cyber attack 
methods and what you need awareness of in 
order to detect potential security incidents 
that could affect the operation of your 
essential function (e.g. presence of malware, 
malicious emails, user policy violations). 

  

You do not confidently detect the presence or 
absence of Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) on 
your essential functions, such as known malicious 
command and control signatures (e.g. because 
applying the indicator is difficult or your logging 
data is not sufficiently detailed). 

You easily detect the presence or absence of IoCs on your 
essential function, such as known malicious command 
and control signatures. 

Your monitoring data provides enough detail 
to reliably detect security incidents that could 
affect the operation of your essential 
function. 

  

You are not able to audit the activities of users in 
relation to your essential function. 

Some user monitoring is done, but not covering a fully 
agreed list of suspicious or undesirable behaviour. 

You easily detect the presence or absence of 
IoCs on your essential functions, such as 
known malicious command and control 
signatures. 

  

You do not capture any traffic crossing your 
network boundary including as a minimum IP 
connections. 

You monitor traffic crossing your network boundary 
(including IP address connections as a minimum).   
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Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the following statements are 
true 

Achieved - All the following statements are 
true 

  

It is possible for logging data to be easily edited 
or deleted by unauthorised users or malicious 
attackers. 

Only authorised staff can view logging data for 
investigations. 

The integrity of logging data is protected, or 
any modification is detected and attributed. 

  

There is no controlled list of who can view and 
query logging information. Privileged users can view logging information. 

The logging architecture has mechanisms, 
processes and procedures to ensure that it 
can protect itself from threats comparable to 
those it is trying to identify. This includes 
protecting the function itself, and the data 
within it. 

  

There is no monitoring of the access to logging 
data. 

There is some monitoring of access to logging data (e.g. 
copying, deleting or modification, or even viewing.) 

Log data analysis and normalisation is only 
performed on copies of the data keeping the 
master copy unaltered. 

  

There is no policy for accessing logging data.   

Logging datasets are synchronised, using an 
accurate common time source, so separate 
datasets can be correlated in different ways. 

  

Logging is not synchronised, using an accurate 
common time source.   

Access to logging data is limited to those with 
business need and no others. 

  

    

All actions involving all logging data (e.g. 
copying, deleting or modification, or even 
viewing) can be traced back to a unique user. 

  

    
Legitimate reasons for accessing logging data 
are given in use policies. 
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Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the following statements are 
true Achieved - All the following statements are 

true 
  

Alerts from third party security software is not 
investigated e.g. Anti-Virus (AV) providers. 

Alerts from third party security software are investigated, 
and action taken. 

Logging data is enriched with other network 
knowledge and data when investigating 
certain suspicious activity or alerts. 

  

Logs are distributed across devices with no easy 
way to access them other than manual login or 
physical action.  

Some, but not all, logging datasets can be easily queried 
with search tools to aid investigations. 

A wide range of signatures and indicators of 
compromise is used for investigations of 
suspicious activity and alerts. 

  

The resolution of alerts to a network asset or 
system is not performed. 

The resolution of alerts to a network asset or system is 
performed regularly. 

Alerts can be easily resolved to network 
assets using knowledge of networks and 
systems. The resolution of these alerts is 
performed in almost real time. 

  

Security alerts relating to essential functions are 
not prioritised. 

Security alerts relating to some essential functions are 
prioritised. 

Security alerts relating to all essential 
functions are prioritised and this information 
is used to support incident management. 

  

Logs are reviewed infrequently. Logs are reviewed at regular intervals. 
Logs are reviewed almost continuously, in 
real time. 

  

    

Alerts are tested to ensure that they are 
generated reliably and that it is possible to 
distinguish genuine security incidents from 
false alarms. 

  

     
Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the following statements are 
true Achieved - All the following statements are 

true 
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Your organisation has no sources of threat 
intelligence. 

Your organisation uses some threat intelligence services, 
but you don't necessarily choose sources or providers 
specifically because of your business needs, or specific 
threats in your sector (e.g. sector-based infoshare, ICS 
software vendors, anti-virus providers, specialist threat 
intel firms, special interest groups). 

You have selected threat intelligence feeds 
using risk-based and threat-informed 
decisions based on your business needs and 
sector (e.g. vendor reporting and patching, 
strong anti-virus providers, sector and 
community-based infoshare, special interest 
groups). 

  

You do not apply updates in a timely way, after 
receiving them. (e.g. AV signature updates, other 
threat signatures or Indicators of Compromise 
(IoCs). 

You receive updates for all your signature based 
protective technologies (e.g. AV, IDS). 

You apply all new signatures and IoCs within a 
reasonable (risk-based) time of receiving 
them. 

  

You do not receive signature updates for all 
protective technologies such as AV and IDS or 
other software in use. 

You apply some updates, signatures and IoCs in a timely 
way. 

You receive signature updates for all your 
protective technologies (e.g. AV, IDS). 

  

You do not evaluate the usefulness of your threat 
intelligence or share feedback with providers or 
other users. 

You know how effective your threat intelligence is (e.g. by 
tracking how threat intelligence helps you identify 
security problems). 

You track the effectiveness of your 
intelligence feeds and actively share feedback 
on the usefulness of IoCs and any other 
indicators with the threat community (e.g. 
sector partners, threat intelligence providers, 
government agencies). 

  

     
Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the following statements are 
true 

Achieved - All the following statements are 
true 

  

There are no staff who perform a monitoring 
function. 

Monitoring staff have some investigative skills and a basic 
understanding of the data they need to work with. 

You have monitoring staff, who are 
responsible for the analysis, investigation and 
reporting of monitoring alerts covering both 
security and performance. 
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Monitoring staff do not have the correct 
specialist skills. 

Monitoring staff can report to other parts of the 
organisation (e.g. security directors, resilience managers). 

Monitoring staff have defined roles and skills 
that cover all parts of the monitoring and 
investigation process. 

  

Monitoring staff are not capable of reporting 
against governance requirements. 

Monitoring staff are capable of following most of the 
required workflows. 

Monitoring staff follow process and 
procedures that address all governance 
reporting requirements, internal and 
external. 

  

Monitoring staff lack the skills to successfully 
perform some significant parts of the defined 
workflow. 

Your monitoring tools can make use of logging that would 
capture most unsophisticated and untargeted attack 
types. 

Monitoring staff are empowered to look 
beyond the fixed process to investigate and 
understand non-standard threats, by 
developing their own investigative techniques 
and making new use of data.  

  

Monitoring tools are only able to make use of a 
fraction of logging data being collected. 

Your monitoring tools work with most logging data, with 
some configuration. 

Your monitoring tools make use of all logging 
data collected to pinpoint activity within an 
incident. 

  

Monitoring tools cannot be configured to make 
use of new logging streams, as they come online. 

Monitoring staff are aware of some essential functions 
and can manage alerts relating to them. 

Monitoring staff and tools drive and shape 
new log data collection and can make wide 
use of it. 

  

Monitoring staff have a lack of awareness of the 
essential functions the organisation provides, 
what assets relate to those functions and hence 
the importance of the logging data and security 
events.   

Monitoring staff are aware of the operation 
of essential functions and related assets and 
can identify and prioritise alerts or 
investigations that relate to them. 

  

     
The organisation detects, within networks and information systems, malicious activity affecting, or with the 
potential to affect, the operation of essential functions even when the activity evades standard signature 
based security prevent/detect solutions (or when standard solutions are not deployable). 
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Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true Achieved - All the following statements are true 

Comments 
 

Normal system behaviour is insufficiently 
understood to be able to use system 
abnormalities to detect malicious activity. 

Normal system behaviour is fully understood to such an 
extent that searching for system abnormalities is a 
potentially effective way of detecting malicious activity 
(e.g. you fully understand which systems should and 
should not communicate and when).  

  
 

You have no established understanding of what 
abnormalities to look for that might signify 
malicious activities. 

System abnormality descriptions from past attacks and 
threat intelligence, on yours and other networks, are used 
to signify malicious activity. 

SOCOS 
 

  

The system abnormalities you search for consider the 
nature of attacks likely to impact on the networks and 
information systems supporting the operation of essential 
functions. 

We prioritise (DLUHC? 
 

  

The system abnormality descriptions you use are updated 
to reflect changes in your networks and information 
systems and current threat intelligence. 

No clearly defined feedback loop 
 

     
Not achieved - At least one of the following 
statements is true Achieved - All the following statements are true 

Comments   
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CAF Objective D - Minimising the 
impact of cyber security incidents   

Capabilities exist to minimise the adverse impact 
of a cyber security incident on the operation of 
essential functions, including the restoration of 

those functions where necessary.   

    

Principle: 
D1  Respons

There are well-defined and tested incident management processes in place, 
that aim to ensure continuity of essential functions in the event of system or 

 

You do not routinely search for system 
abnormalities indicative of malicious activity. 

You routinely search for system abnormalities indicative 
of malicious activity on the networks and information 
systems supporting the operation of your essential 
function, generating alerts based on the results of such 
searches. 

3rd party Intergence contract plus in-house 
CISM expertise. However due to resourcing/ 
recruitment in-house expertise resource is 
sporadic 

 

  

You have justified confidence in the effectiveness of your 
searches for system abnormalities indicative of malicious 
activity. 

3rd party Intergence contract plus in-house 
CISM expertise. However due to resourcing/ 
recruitment in-house expertise resource is 
sporadic 
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e and 
Recovery 
Planning 

service failure. Mitigation activities designed to contain or limit the impact of 
compromise are also in place. 

    
D1.a Response 
Plan 

Not achieved - At least one of the 
following statements is true 

Partially achieved - All of the 
following statements are true 

Achieved - All the following statements are 
true 

Your incident response plan is not 
documented. 

Your response plan covers your 
essential functions. 

Your incident response plan is based on a 
clear understanding of the security risks to the 
networks and information systems supporting 
your essential function. 

Your incident response plan does not 
include your organisation's identified 
essential function. 

Your response plan 
comprehensively covers scenarios 
that are focused on likely impacts 
of known and well-understood 
attacks only. 

Your incident response plan is based on a 
clear understanding of the security risks to the 
networks and information systems supporting 
your essential function. 

Your incident response plan is not well 
understood by relevant staff. 

Your response plan is understood 
by all staff who are involved with 
your organisation's response 
function. 

Your incident response plan is based on a 
clear understanding of the security risks to the 
networks and information systems supporting 
your essential function. 

You have an up-to-
date incident 

response plan that 
is grounded in a 

thorough risk 
assessment that 
takes account of 

your essential 
function and covers 
a range of incident 

scenarios. 
DRAFT to be discussed/ 
recommended for adoption by Cyber 
T&F group. 

Your response plan is documented 
and shared with all relevant 
stakeholders.   

    
D1.b Response and 
Recovery 
Capability 

Not achieved - At least one of the 
following statements is true Achieved - All the following 

statements are true  
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Inadequate arrangements have been 
made to make the right resources 
available to implement your response 
plan. 

You understand the resources that 
will likely be needed to carry out 
any required response activities, 
and arrangements are in place to 
make these resources available.  

Your response team members are not 
equipped to make good response 
decisions and put them into effect. 

You understand the types of 
information that will likely be 
needed to inform response 
decisions and arrangements are in 
place to make this information 
available.  

Inadequate back-up mechanisms exist 
to allow the continued operation of 
your essential function during an 
incident. 

Your response team members have 
the skills and knowledge required 
to decide on the response actions 
necessary to limit harm, and the 
authority to carry them out.  

  

Key roles are duplicated, and 
operational delivery knowledge is 
shared with all individuals involved 
in the operations and recovery of 
the essential function.  

You have the 
capability to enact 

your incident 
response plan, 

including effective 
limitation of impact 
on the operation of 

your essential 
function. During an 
incident, you have 

access to timely 
information on 

which to base your 
response decisions. 

  

Back-up mechanisms are available 
that can be readily activated to 
allow continued operation of your 
essential function (although 
possibly at a reduced level) if 
primary networks and information 
systems fail or are unavailable.  
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Arrangements exist to augment 
your organisation’s incident 
response capabilities with external 
support if necessary (e.g. specialist 
cyber incident responders).  

    
D1.c Testing and 
Exercising 

Not achieved - At least one of the 
following statements is true 

Achieved - All the following 
statements are true   

Exercises test only a discrete part of the 
process (e.g. that backups are working), 
but do not consider all areas. 

Exercise scenarios are based on 
incidents experienced by your and 
other organisations or are 
composed using experience or 
threat intelligence.   

Incident response exercises are not 
routinely carried out or are carried out 
in an ad-hoc way. 

Exercise scenarios are 
documented, regularly reviewed, 
and validated.   

Outputs from exercises are not fed into 
the organisation's lessons learned 
process. 

Exercises are routinely run, with 
the findings documented and used 
to refine incident response plans 
and protective security, in line with 
the lessons learned. 

  

Your organisation 
carries out 

exercises to test 
response plans, 

using past incidents 
that affected your 

(and other) 
organisation, and 

scenarios that draw 
on threat 

intelligence and 
your risk 

assessment. 

Exercises do not test all parts of the 
response cycle. 

Exercises test all parts of your 
response cycle relating to your 
essential functions (e.g. restoration 
of normal function levels). 

  

    
Principle: 

D2 Lessons 
Learned 

When an incident occurs, steps are taken to understand its root causes and to 
ensure appropriate remediating action is taken to protect against future 
incidents. 
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D2.a Incident Root 
Cause Analysis 

Not achieved - At least one of the 
following statements is true 

Achieved - All the 
following 
statements are true   

You are not usually able to resolve 
incidents to a root cause. 

Root cause analysis is conducted 
routinely as a key part of your 
lessons learned activities following 
an incident.   

You do not have a formal process for 
investigating causes. 

Your root cause analysis is 
comprehensive, covering 
organisational process issues, as 
well as vulnerabilities in your 
networks, systems or software.   

When an incident 
occurs, steps must 

be taken to 
understand its root 
causes and ensure 

appropriate 
remediating action 

is taken. 

  

All relevant incident data is made 
available to the analysis team to 
perform root cause analysis. 

  

    
D2.b Using 
Incidents to Drive 
Improvements 

Not achieved - At least one of the 
following statements is true Achieved - All the following 

statements are true   

Following incidents, lessons learned are 
not captured or are limited in scope. 

You have a documented incident 
review process/policy which 
ensures that lessons learned from 
each incident are identified, 
captured, and acted upon. 

  

Your organisation 
uses lessons 
learned from 
incidents to 

improve your 
security measures. 

Improvements arising from lessons 
learned following an incident are not 
implemented or not given sufficient 
organisational priority. 

Lessons learned cover issues with 
reporting, roles, governance, skills 
and organisational processes as 
well as technical aspects of 
networks and information systems. 
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You use lessons learned to improve 
security measures, including 
updating and retesting response 
plans when necessary. 

  

  

Security improvements identified 
as a result of lessons learned are 
prioritised, with the highest priority 
improvements completed quickly. 

  

  

Analysis is fed to senior 
management and incorporated into 
risk management and continuous 
improvement. 

  

Principles & Related Guidance 
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/caf/table-view-principles-and-related-guidance 
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TENDRING DISTRICT COUNCIL CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN 

1. PURPOSE:  
 
 
The purpose of this digital services (IT) continuity and disaster recovery plan is to 
document the governance, planning and procedures that will be followed during a cyber-
attack incident response and recovery scenario.  
 
This plan definitively outlines how Tendring District Council will respond when a cyber-
attack occurs. 
 
 
 
2. DIGITAL SERVICE RECOVERY SCOPE 
 
The scope of this recovery plan is limited to; 
 
 All core digital infrastructure - hardware and applications software -  

managed by the council’s digital service and incumbent network 
management partners (currently Intergence Systems Ltd). 
 

 All critical systems (software applications) managed by the council’s digital 
service - both on-premise and cloud-based. 
 

 All non-critical systems managed (as above). 
 
Council departments have out-sourced some specialist applications to third parties with 
whom they have a managed service contract. These out-sourced digital services  are 
specifically out-of-scope of this continuity and recovery plan as we are reliant upon their 
contractual recovery response management.  
 
However, the council’s Digital Services and Assurance Team will provide technical advice 
and guidance to council service-sponsors, subject to resource availability and any 
situation associated resource prioritisation. 
 
 
3. BACKGROUND AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY OBJECTIVES 
 
Tendring District Council seeks to provide high quality, affordable digital services that are 
accessible, easy to use and highly resilient for service users – residents, customers, 
visitors, members and officers alike. 
 
As best practice, our Cyber Incident Planning and Response (CIPR) certificated training 
strongly advocates that an organisation should document, update and exercise a Cyber 
Incident Response Plan (CIRP) that is adopted by its management group and accords 
with the organisations business continuity and recovery priority goals. This ethos is 
echoed by the Local Government Association. 
 
Response/ recovery incident post-situational learning taught us that ‘seasoned’ IT staff 
were ‘confident’ with managing and resolving a cyber-attack response. However, for 
newer management and operational staff this was their very first cyber-attack situation 
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and were keen to play their part but needed close direction and guidance. This identified 
the need for a document to refer to and the need to exercise and train newer staff. 
 
Similarly, as a response becomes prolonged/ intensified and with key staff working 
extended hours over a number of days - stress, leadership and management fatigue 
and self-doubts will occur. Again, as a lesson learnt, the need for a documented/ 
adopted CIRP as a reference guide will aid and boosted flagging confidence levels. 
 
This digital services Cyber Incident Response Plan (CIRP) covers the widest possible 
range of scenarios, addressing risks such as: network connectivity failure, failure/ 
destruction of hardware, data corruption, phishing, smishing, fraud, ransomware 
cyberattack(s).  
 
Again, following best practice, the council’s CIRP is based upon National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) cyber-attack response standards (as adopted by the 
National Cyber Security Centre [NCSC]), this CIRP follows the 4 cyber incident 
response phases, as follows: 
 
 
 

NIST 4 Phases Activities 
 
Phase One: Preparation  
 

 
Research, council-wide generic and specialist cyber-
security staff training and education, stake-holder 
engagement, exercise & backup restoration 
recoveries, expert contractual 3rd party support 
arrangements. 
 
Note: This phase and all subsequent phases must train 
for and consider and undertake forensic protection of the 
incident ‘attack’ evidence and response activity and 
decision log recording to facilitate criminal investigation/ 
prosecution and post-incident learning and improvement. 
 

 
Phase Two: Detection & 
Analysis 

 
Training, alerting and monitoring and warning 
systems (infrastructure and cybersecurity) and IT 
Service Desk reporting through staff/ member 
diligence. 
 

 
Phase Three: Containment 
/ Eradication  and 
Recovery 

 
Subject to the type of attack and situational 
coordinated actions and response and recovery 
actions required. 
 

 
Phase Four: Post Incident 
Activity 

 
Debrief of staff/ consultants and learning outcomes 
reference any identified strengths and weaknesses 
of the situational response activities and outcome(s). 
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The plan acknowledges and considers that the council has differing digital service 
continuity priorities at different times of the year (seasonality). For example, electoral 
digital service continuity has a very high priority approaching and during elections, or 
Emergency Planning digital services/ communications would be prioritised during an 
ongoing/ parallel running emergency planning response situation.  
 
In this regard, the plan outlines early scenario engagement with the council’s Chief 
Executive Officer - or his designated incident strategic lead (Gold Commander) - to agree 
prioritisation of digital service(s) recovery of one service over another, subject to; 
 

a) The specific digital cyber-incident details being responded to and the nature 
and extent of services affected, and, 
 

b)  Due cognisance to any corresponding system architecture and digital 
service-related failure dependencies i.e. we need to have basic user-access 
supporting infrastructure working before we can recover an application else 
no users could access it.   
 

Each of the four NIST phases and the council’s arrangements are outlined, as follows.  
 
 
 
4. PHASE ONE: PREPARATION 
 
As initially outlined, this phase comprises officer and member stakeholder cyber 
awareness engagement and education. From an incident response preparatory 
perspective the council needs to maintain key training and is pro-active in doing so. Whilst 
this is an ongoing and evolving process within the council, preparatory actions will include 
the following:   
 

Stakeholder 
Engagement/ Training 

Forum/ Audience Approach/ Frequency 

E-learning Officers and Members  On induction. 
 Periodically updated/ mandated 

to all. 
Phishing awareness 
education and test 
campaigns 

Officers and Members  Educational emails as the 
opportunity arises (e.g. a new 
NCSC or Local Government 
Association warning(s). 

 Phishing campaigns 2-3 per 
annum. 

Management Team cyber 
reports  

Management Team and 
Audit Committee 

 Quarterly (alongside the Risk 
Management reporting regime). 

 As urgency requires. 
Senior Managers’ Forum 
events 

Senior Officers Minimum of annually 

All staff briefings Officers Minimum of bi-annually (every 2 
years) in association with Essex 
Police Cyber-Crime Division. 

All Member Briefings Members Minimum of annually 
Cyber Incident Planning 
and Response (CIPR) 
certificated training 

Digital & Assurance 
Services Team - 
management 

Minimum of two officers trained. 
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Certified Information 
Security Manager (CISM) 
certificated training 

Digital & Assurance 
Services Team – Cyber-
security 

Minimum one officer trained. 

Certified Information 
Systems Security 
Professional (CISSP) 
training 

Digital & Assurance 
Services Team– Cyber-
security 

Minimum one officer to be trained. 

Backup recovery/ viability 
exercising 

Digital & Assurance 
Services Team – 
Technical Operations 

Minimum monthly exercise. 

CIRP Exercise (and/ or 
participation in ERF cyber 
exercises[s] )  

Digital & Assurance 
Services Team & key 
staff e.g. 
Communications Mngr 

 Minimum 6 monthly. 
 Must include log-training 

CIRP Document Review Digital & Assurance 
Services Team 

Annually. 

 
 
 
5. PHASE TWO: DETECTION & ANALYSIS 
 
To maximise its cyber-defence monitoring and response capabilities the council has 
adopted a hybrid resourcing arrangement, comprising: 
 

a) A specialist managed cyber-security contract (incumbent supplier Intergence 
Systems Ltd), providing:  
 
 24/7 alert monitoring, investigative services and incident support 

through the Intergence Systems Security Operations Centre (SOC). 
 Specialist configuration, management and security patching of the 

council’s physical and cloud-based firewalls. 
 Supply, support and management/ patching of a range of best-of-breed 

security monitoring and anti-malware products and services. 
 Specialist consultancy and advice. 

 
b) A small council in-house staff resource providing; 

 
 An intelligent client and strategic support role. 
 Specialist council support to services in its cyber-security and contract 

provisioning with third parties based upon a security-through-design 
new services ethos. 

 Council-dedicated alert/ incident investigation monitoring and support. 
 
The council’s specialist team play an active, registered engagement role with UK 
government National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) briefings, guidance and compliance 
edicts and policies.  
 
Similarly with the East of England Warning, Advice and Reporting Point (WARP)  - a 
community-based service where members can receive and share up-to-date advice on 
information security threats, incidents and solutions. And with emerging Department of 
Levelling Up Housing and Communities (DLUHC) and Local Government Association 
guidance, briefings and new auditing regimes. The team plays a key advocacy role in the 
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Essex Digital Partnership (EDP, previously EOLP) Cyber security group and including the 
Essex Resilience Forum (ERF) cyber response policy format, training/ exercising 
 
The detection and analysis of a national or regional cyber-incident/ alert of successful 
cyber-breach could be cascaded downwards via NCSC, the WARP and/ or the ERF 
alerting process. 
 
A Tendring District Council focussed attack or successful breach could be identified 
digitally through our alerting and monitoring systems or identified by a diligent member of 
staff. 
 
In either event, both the in-house cyber-security and technical team and the contracted 
SOC play a key role in identifying and analysing the alert/ breach and escalating their 
assessment and recommended course of action to the Head of Service as quickly as can 
be achieved.  
 
 Vigilance, monitoring and alerting together with early and swift 

detection and situational analysis plays a crucial role in any 
cyber-attack successful response.  

 
 
 
6. PHASE THREE: CONTAINMENT, ERADICATION AND RECOVERY 
 
Subject to the situational context and successful ‘breadth’ of infiltration and resultant 
outcome(s) and risks associated with the identified successful cyber-breach, the Digital 
Head of Service will assume the Tactical Commander/ Silver Commander role and 
engage with in-house service management team relevant experts  - comprising the 
Cyber-security and Systems Manager, the Technical Operations Manager, the 
Information Governance and Services Manager, service-specific system sponsor 
manager (as appropriate) – together with expert consultancy resource available to 
resource and manage situation containment, eradication and recovery. The above 
mentioned officers will form the INITIAL core of the situation Tactical Coordination Group 
(TCG). 
 
In the absence of the Digital Head of Service, the Cyber Security and Systems Manager 
will assume the incident lead tactical Silver Commander response role until any decision 
is taken by the newly-appointed situational Gold Commander to change/ revise this 
arrangement. 
 
As a general ‘standing order’ principle BUT subject to early key corporate stakeholder 
engagement with the council’s Chief Executive or nominated Gold Officer, the cyber 
incident response will prioritise and recover services in descending priority order as 
follows;  
 
FIRST: Corporate Operational Enabling Infrastructure, Risk To Life 
and Communications 

i. Corporate Operational Supporting Infrastructure: Functionally the minimum and 
basic requirements necessary to support and commence prioritised service recovery 
e.g. network access, remote working capabilities and WiFi (as appropriate). 
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ii. Risk To Life Services: Careline, consideration to other services subject to any 

parallel Emergency Planning operational incident response(s) e.g. a coastal flooding 
scenario.  

iii. Corporate Communication Channel(s): telephony, contact centre, website 
(informational services), Microsoft Office 365, mobile telephony, email. 
 

SECOND: Vulnerability And Minimal Staff Supporting Services 
iv. Vulnerable Persons Support Services: Crematorium Services, Housing Benefits, 

Housing Services, Health & Safety. 
v. Officer Support and Member Local Democracy Resources: Initial consideration 

to minimal officer system and democratic member system supporting requirements 
and events. For example Team Spirit HR system access or supporting an imminent 
scheduled Full Council Meeting. 
 

THIRD: Revenue Collection, Financial Accounting/ Payments 
vi. Revenue Collection/ Income And Financial Accounting Services: Revenues 

Services (C/Tax, National Non-domestic rates), MyTendring self-service portal, card 
and payment services, Exchequer (payments), interactive website services.  

 
FOURTH: Statutory Services 
vii. Statutory Services: Electoral Services, Waste and Recycling, Planning Services 

Environmental, Legal, Licensing, Enforcement, Emergency Planning. 
 
FIFTH: Income Generating Non-Statutory, Support And Governance 
And Non-Statutory (Other) 
viii. Income Generating Non-Statutory Services: Leisure Centres, theatre, parking 

services. 
ix. Governance & Support Services: Human Resources, Fraud, Risk Management, 

Internal Audit, Information Governance, Financial (non-revenue). 
x. Non-Statutory: Other  

 
 
7. Over –Arching Plan Approach And Behaviours 
 
Unless the scenario is a ‘business as usual’ albeit significant digital fault response 
situation – which doesn’t require invoking the CIRP - the council’s digital service continuity 
and disaster recovery response will be delivered in accordance with adopted council 
Emergency Planning response ‘best practice’ arrangements with reference to this CIRP 
as a key process and procedural guide.  
 
With cognisance to the need to respond decisively, quickly and flexibly and subject to the 
scenario encountered, the following trained and exercised roles and responsibilities will 
be adopted:  
 
 Strategic Commander (Gold) 
 Tactical Commander (Silver) 
 Tactical Coordination Group (TCG) comprising relevant expertise of both staff and 

contractors.  
 
Given the council’s finite digital resources, members of the TCG may well directly 
undertake operational response duties and/or supervise operational staff to do so.  
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In the event of a multi-week or further protracted digital service continuity situational 
response the Gold Command, Silver Command and TCG responsibilities may be passed 
between different individuals subject to response continuity being maintained.  
 
Alternatively, given the specialist digital skills and knowledge required from the incident 
‘Digital’ Silver Commander and the ‘Digital’ TCG, early consideration should be given to 
reaching-out to the Essex Digital Partnership (EDP - previously the Essex Online 
Partnership) for mutual aid or shared responsibilities and resources if multiple 
organisations are affected.  
 
All staff engaged in the situational response will; 
 
 Maintain an up-to-date situational understanding at all times (or as per the latest 

briefing engagement between Gold and Silver Commanders). 
 Work collaboratively and demonstrate commitment to resolving the service 

continuity issue(s), recovery and resolution. 
 Communicate continuously and clearly.  
 Be respectful of colleagues opinions and professional judgements and provide 

challenge in a supportive and empathic manner.  
 Maintain a written log(s) of events, actions and decisions contemporaneously (at 

or around the time of).  
 As appropriate and where necessary, establish an iterative/ evolutionary recovery 

scenario response aligned to business goals and objectives with applications and 
systems recovered in accordance with the application prioritisation/ dependency 
appendix A embedded Excel Workbook to this plan. 

 Give due consideration to Agile Project Management MoSCoW prioritisation 
principles, namely; 
 Must Have applications and infrastructure - communication channels 

(telephony, email, contact centre), protective and vulnerable persons services 
e.g. Careline, Housing Benefits, MS Office,  

 Should Have applications – revenue collection and income management/ 
payment services, local government statutory functions, MyTendring self-
service portal.  

 Could Have applications – non-statutory services or services where 
reasonable workarounds can be established in the short/ medium-term to 
deliver services. 

 Won’t Have applications – where application recovery is delayed, or cannot 
be recovered or will not be recovered for some time these should be clearly 
documented and communicated clearly to the strategic command structure. 

 
 

6.1 Duties And Responsibilities 
 
Key incident duties/ responsibilities are as follows; 
 

6.1.1 Strategic Commander (Gold) 
This role is nominally the council’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or his nominated 
incident Gold Commander(s). The Gold Commander will; 
 

a) Liaise with the incident Tactical Commander (Silver) as early as can be 
achieved within the incident response timeline to confirm and agree clear 
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strategic business goals/ service application recovery and continuity priorities 
and objectives. 

b) Assume responsibility for member stakeholder communication(s), situational 
updates and engagement. 

c) Liaise with the incident Tactical Commander (Silver) to agree the timing of 
periodic situational updates. 

d) Maintain situational awareness and provide business strategic guidance. 
e) May be called upon by the Tactical Commander to marshal and ensure that 

service System Sponsors / Application Asset Owners are fully engaging with 
the recovery and prioritising and resourcing their system testing 
responsibilities. 

 
6.1.2  Tactical Commander (Silver) 
This role is nominally the council’s Head of Digital and Assurance Services or his 
nominated specialist incident Silver Commander(s) should the situation require mutual 
aid support. The Silver Commander will; 

 
a) Adopt and enforce working to the NIST categories 2-4  - Detection and 

Analysis, Containment/ Eradication (As Appropriate), and Recovery/ repair 
and Post Incident Activity.  

b) Establish a Tactical Coordination Group (TCG) comprising the relevant 
expertise(s) to effectively respond to the situation or event and resolve it – both 
in terms of technically and ongoing communication to stakeholders, customers 
and partners. 

c) Establish a ‘battle rhythm’ and chair periodic TCG meetings (virtual or physical) 
that meets the pace of the evolving incident and TCG agreed actions. Note: 
The Gold Commander situational update should ideally be timed to take place 
following these meeting(s). 

d) Liaise with the incident Strategic Commander (Gold) as early as can be 
achieved within the incident response timeline to; 
i. Explain the digital service continuity issue(s) and their resultant 

business continuity outcomes in a non-technical manner. 
ii. Discuss and agree any key strategic goals/ service application 

recovery and continuity priorities.    
e) Ensure that any attack evidence is forensically protected/ safeguarded for 

potential use by future criminal investigation parties. 
f) Ensure that the TCG and operational staff engaged in the incident commence 

and complete an event and decision log(s) of the incident. 
g) Ensure that the Essex Resilience Framework (ERF) Cyber Incident Response 

Policy is followed in terms of communicating with partners and the National 
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and that policy escalation processes are 
adhered to.  

h) Establish and maintain an awareness of the event/ situation and agree 
appropriate response(s), actions and lead and own the tactical response 
decision making process. 

i) Engage with council’s Emergency Planning Team to raise their awareness of 
the situation and to secure any relevant expert guidance. 

j) Consider the need and establish rest periods and ‘down time’ for each facet of 
the TCG and operational supporting staff, together with the need to ask for 
additional mutual aid staffing resources – both from the Essex Digital 
Partnership and the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) or other third party 
specialist response organisations. 
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k) Lead and coordinate the TCG response to situational resolution in terms of: 

following strategy and guidance,  compliance with council adopted policies and 
procedures/ plans, providing clear instructions and roles and responsibilities, 
any relevant contracts and contractual responses, partner and external body 
policies and engagement, response resourcing, health and safety. 

l) Maintain situational awareness minute-to-minute, hour-to-hour and provide 
business response tactical guidance throughout the situation/ event. 

m) In consultation with the Gold Commander, take ownership of declaring the end 
of each NIST phase and commencement of the next NIST phase in 
collaboration with the TCG specialists. 

n) Lead and coordinate the TCG response until recovery/ resolution. 
o) Organise the post-situational de-briefing. 

 
6.1.3  Tactical Coordination Group (TCG) 
Membership of the Tactical Coordination Group will be assigned by the Silver 
Commander based upon available skillsets, resources and the tactical response 
requirements. 
 
Initially, the TCG is likely to comprise: digital expertise (staff and contractors), 
cybersecurity expertise, communication expertise, service application expertise. 
However, as the situation evolves additional expertise may be required or stood down, 
rested or replaced. 
 
6.1.4  System Sponsors / Application Asset Owners 
The System Sponsors / Application Asset Owners will play a key service continuity and 
disaster recovery response role in terms of coordinating expert system user resources to 
quickly test applications recovered, document any post-recovery issues and be fully 
engaged with the response/ recovery. 
 
They will additionally play a key recovery TCG support role in terms of identifying, testing 
and communicating any necessary application workarounds.   
 
6.1.5  Communications 
Initial communications will be the responsibility of the Tactical Coordination Commander/ 
Silver Commander in consultation with the Gold Commander until such times as a 
communications expert(s) are engaged within the TCG group. 
 
For the protection of the council’s reputation all short-term communications will refer to 
‘technical difficulties’ and specifically not a cyber-attack. This includes all internal and 
external communications posted on the website or using social media with the explicit 
exception of communications between the Silver Commander and the Gold Commander, 
the management Team group and Cabinet. 
 
The Gold Commander plays a key role in leading communications/ engaging with 
Members so that the Silver Commander and IT resources can focus on Detection 
Containment / Eradication and Recovery. 
 
All external communication with partners will be in accordance with the adopted Essex 
Resilience Forum (ERF) cyber incident policy. 
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6.2 Wider Incident Response Planning And Situational Evolution 
Considerations 

 
Subject to the specific incident response, the recovery longevity and wider council service 
business continuity effects the Gold Commander, in consultation with Silver Commander 
may wish to engage-with and empower the ‘wider’ council corporate Emergency Planning 
standing arrangements. 
 
By doing so the Digital Head of Service Silver Commander may be replaced/ undertake 
and incident hand-over to a newly nominated, incoming ‘corporate’ Silver Commander  - 
who in-turn will work with the council’s Emergency Planning  officers to form a new 
Tactical Co-ordination Group (TCG) with each of the relevant specialist cells. 
 
In this scenario it is envisaged that the Digital Head of Service and/or the Cyber-security 
and Systems Manager (or their nominees) will assume the TCG role of Scientific and 
Technical Advisory Cell (STAC). 
 
Corporate Emergency Planning plans and processes will take primacy in all things with 
the specific exception of the Digital Team working to delivering the NIST phases and 
operating in accordance with the ERF Cyber Security Reporting Policy. 
 
 
6.3 Infrastructure And Application Restoration 
 
The council’s digital infrastructure is a complex hybrid blend of digital hardware supporting 
infrastructure comprising both on-premise private cloud supported applications (5%) 
together with public cloud supported applications and services (90%). The remaining 5% 
of applications are supported on private clouds under separate managed service 
agreements by third parties. 
 
Given the above digital complexity, only a small amount of digital infrastructure and 
applications are delivered in isolation and without co-dependencies. The majority of 
council applications and services are reliant upon supporting infrastructure or have a 
range of application co-dependencies in-turn necessitating a strict order of service 
recovery/ re-instatement. 
 
As outlined previously, adopting MoSCoW agile prioritisation and iterative recovery 
principles, and giving due consideration/ prioritisation to establishing base-line 
communications then vulnerable persons and protective services, then revenue collection 
and payment services, statutory services and finally non-statutory services the Appendix 
A Excel workbook (inserted below) provides an initial assessment guide for prioritised 
application recovery from which the TCG can work to with due cognisance to any Chief 
Executive/ Gold Commander business goal prioritisation guidance. 
 
 
 
7 PHASE FOUR: POST INCIDENT ACTIVITY 
 
The council’s corporate Emergency Planning Team is well-versed in leading and 
undertaking post-incident reviews and documenting lessons learnt. 
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In this regard this CIRP proposes that the Emergency Planning Team are engaged to 
lead and deliver a cyber-attack post incident review meeting and resultant lessons learnt. 
 
The Digital Head of Service will be responsible for ensuring that lessons learnt are 
incorporated into this CIRP document revision and adoption. 

 
End 
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